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Areas Discussed:

The purpose of the July 2 management meeting was to discuss the root causes
of the requalification retake examination failure, and revision of the Supply
System's corrective action program for the additional deficiencies identified
in these failures, which occurred on June 5-6, 1991.

The purpose of the July 18 management meeting was to follow up on the July 2

meeting with specific examples of how emergency operating procedures were to
be revised, to discuss in greater detail the revisions to operator training and

management policy for conduct of operations, and to review the latest schedule
for training.
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WNP-2 MANAGEMENT MEETING

1. Meetin Attendees

July 2, 1991 Meeting:

WPPSS Attendees

D. W. Nazur, Managing Director
A. L. Oxsen, Deputy Managing Director
D. F. Topley, Requalification Supervisor
R. B. Barmettlor, Operations Training Manager
J. W. Baker, Plant Manager
T; Rogers, Operations Engineering, Inc.
G. D. Bouchey, Director Licensing and Assurance
S. L. McKay, Operations Manager
M. Daus, Ciel Consultants, Inc.

Bonneville Power Administration

J. R. Lewis

NRC Attendees

J. B. Martin, Regional Administrator
B. H. Faulkenberry, Deputy Regional Administrator
T. Sundsmo, License Examiner
R. Gallo, Chief, Operator Licensing, NRR

P. H. Johnson, Project Section III, Chief
R. C. Sorensen, Senior Resident Inspector
K. E. Perkins, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Safety 5 Projects
L. F. Miller, Chief, Operations Section
T. R. Meadows, Senior Licensing Examiner
N. A. Miller, Operations Engineer, NRR

July 18, 1991 Meeting:

WPPSS Attendees

C. M. Powers, Director, Engineering
S. L. McKay, Operations Manager

NRC Attendees

T. Sundsmo, License Examiner
D. Kirsch, Chief, Reactor Safety Branch
K. Perkins, Deputy Director, DRSSP

T. Meadows, Senior Licensing Examiner
L. Miller, Chief, Operations Section



2. Details of the Jul 2, 1991 Meetin (See also Enclosure 2)

Mr. Oxsen opened the meeting by stating that the June 5-6 examination
failures were very disturbing to the Supply System. The Supply System
had concluded from the results'of those exams that the emergency operating
procedures (EOPs) were not easy enough to use. Also, the Supply System
was concerned that other undiscovered problems arising from disagreement
with regulatory requirements might exist in areas other than EOPs. All
departments at WNP-2 had been cautioned to search their own areas of
responsibility to determine if parallel areas of weak performance existed.

Mr. Oxsen explained that the Supply System's schedule for improving the
EOPs had been accelerated from an end of the year completion to an
August 23, 1991 completion date. He cautioned that this schedule could
change further, depending on the progress shown by the operators receiving
retraining.

Finally, Mr. Oxsen noted that training standards had improved, and peer
evaluators from other utilities would continue to be an important part of
improving these standards.

Mr. Bouchey then summarized the Supply System's review of the causes of
the June 5-6 examination failures. He also described the plans of the
guality Assurance (gA) organization to perform future audits of the EOPs

and training of operators prior to restart.

Mr. Topley reviewed specific causes for the failures which occurred on
the June 5-6 examinations. He provided examples, and suggested that
possible causes included lack of EOP training, weak communications, and
insufficient crew experience.

Mr. McKay discussed the project which had been initiated to revise the
EOPs. He stated that it was planned as a two phased approach. Phase I
items would be completed prior to restart, while Phase II items would be
completed by the end of October. In response to questions, Mr. McKay
stated that all operator concerns regarding. the EOPs would be Phase I
items, and that more definitive criteria for Phase I and Phase II items
would be provided the following week in a submittal to the NRC.

Mr. McKay introduced the licensee's EOP development team, and reviewed
their experience. M. Daus of Ciel and T. Messersmith of the Supply System
were identified as the Supply System's managers for this

effort.'r.

McKay then stressed that the EOP revisions would realign the
EOPs to be more consistent with the Boiling Water Reactor Owner's Group
Emergency Procedure Guidelines (BWROG EPGs) Revision 4. Mssrs. Perkins
and Martin stressed that it was important to promptly resolve any
differences between the NRC and the Supply System regarding deviations
from the EPGs.



Mr. Daus described his extensive prior experience developing EOPs. He-
outlined a two phase concept for changes to the EOPs. The goal of
Phase I was stated to be to produce workable EOPs, while the goal of
Phase II was to produce the highest quality EOPs. He reviewed twelve
areas of concern with the previous EOPs which were. congruent with the
findings of the previous EOP team inspection. In response 'to NRC questions,
he stated that he was involved nearly full time on this project. He also
stated that the new EOP flow charts would have a considerably different
appearance, as a result of the project's work to improve their useability.

Mr. Martin expressed concern that the role of responsible managers in
permitting the current situation to develop should also receive attention
from senior management. He questioned to what degree the reasons for
persistent resistance by operators to using the EOPs had been explored by
the Supply System.

Mssrs. Oxsen and Mazur agreed that some resistance had existed, and that
the Supply System had taken a contrarian approach in the EOP area, as
well as others, potentially. They agreed that further action to study the
root causes in this regard was appropriate.

Mr. Martin also stressed that the Supply System needed to frankly assess
its operators'ttitudes, and determine to what degree these attitudes
needed to be changed, insofar as the proper use of EOPs. He also
reemphasized that the purpose for, the intensive examination of the Supply
System's performance in use of EOPs was to ensure that their operators
were capable of dealing-. with unpredictable or unexpected events which might
occul .

The meeting was adjourned after agreement was reached that a followup
meeting to discuss in greater detail the licensee's criteria for EOP

changes, and the changes which were planned. A copy of the licensee's
viewgraphs is enclosed with this report.

3. Details of the Jul 18, 1991 Meetin (See also Enclosure 3)

Mr.. Powers opened this meeting by summarizing the Supply System's position
that they intended to ensure that both the operators and the procedures
were significantly improved prior to restart of WNP-2.

In the operator performance area, improvements in communications
effectiveness, command and control, and management expectations were
discussed. The conduct of operations procedure was said to have been
extensively revised to provide greater emphasis on effective
communications. Management presence during simulator training was
reported to have been increased. The expectations of management for
self-critical evaluations by training department evaluators of operators
were related to have been increased significantly. In addition, peer
evaluations from other boiling water reactor utilities, and from
experienced contractor training specia1ists were reported to be used by
the facility. The licensee representatives reemphasized that the goal of
this effort was to improve operator performance, rather than meet a

specific restart schedule.



In the EOP area, Mr. Powers discussed the criteria to be used to determin'e
which EOP revisions would be done prior to restart, and which would be
deferred until the end of the calendar year.

Mr. Powers provided a summary list of the deviations identified by the
Supply System from the BWROG Revision 4. He stated. that the three deviations
which,the NRC had questioned in Inspection* Report 90-20 (containment
venting stra'tegy, containment flooding criteria, and criteria for

. initiation of steam cooling) would es'sentially be changed to follow the
BWROG guidelines. He also stated that almost all of the discrepancies
identified in that previous inspection would be Phase I items (to be
completed prior to restart). In addition to the discrepancies identified in
the EOP team inspection a list of satellite file issues garnered from
direct operator input, peer reviews and other sources also existed and
would be resolved prior to restart. In total, of 143 identified EOP

issues, some of which were overlapping or related to one another, the
Supply System considered that all but nine strategy deviations, and three
other issues would be resolved in Phase I (restart) and be consistent with
the BWROG Revision 4 EPGs. These three other issues were the method to
call out override statements, the most effective method to represent
caution statements, and the appropriate time to throttle the high pressure
core spray system. A list of all of the deviations between the BWROG EPGs
and the Supply System's EOPs was provided (see Enclosure 2).

The discussion of training program restart criteria and training program
restart items was postponed.

The meeting was adjourned.



Enclosure (2)



'R P D AGENDA

NR RE I NV PLY YEM E N

JULY2, 1991
09:00 A.M.

OPERATOR TRAININGPROGRAM, WNP-2

1. Introduction

2. Status of Root Cause,
June 5 and 6 Exam

A.L Oxsea

G.D. Bouchey

5 minutes

10 minutes

3. Exam Analysis,
Juae 5 and 6 Exam

D.F. Topley 10 minutes

4. EOP Upgrade

5. Corrective Action Plan,
Schedule

S.L McKay
M. Daus (CIEL)

'.F.

Topley

25 minutes
15 miautes

30 minutes

6. Management Overview

7. Conclusions

J.W. Baker

A.L Oxsen

15 minutes

10 minutes

PLY Y YEM A NDEE

D.W. Mazur
A.L Oxsen
J.W. Baker
G.D. Bouchey
S.L McKay
R.B. Barmettlor
D.F. Topley
M. Daus

Managing Director
Deputy Managing Director
WNP-2 Plant Manager
Director, Licensing aad Assurance
WNP-2 Operations Manager
Operator Training Manager
Requalification Supervisor .

Consultant, CIEL
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5-6 EXAMRESULTS

One Crew And Three Individuals Failed Due To
Failure Of ISCTS:

I

Incorrectly Classified An Emergency Event

~ Pailed To Initiate Containment Atmosphere
Control System

Failed to Shut Down/Inhibit CRA Pan
Operation

o Failed To Initiate WW/DW Sprays

a One Crew Pailed Due To Inadequate Teamwork,
Communications And Overall Competency Issues

AH Individuals Passed
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ROOT CAUSE 'ANALYSIS STATUS
JUNE 5-6 EXA;MFA.'K.UPS

ID Process
Final Report By August 5

Preliminary Results Support On
Going Corrective Action Plan

Failed Crew And Individual
Interviews

Complete Examination Analysis

Evaluation Sheet Reviews

Pr eliminary Cause Determinations

a Remaining Tasks/Issues

e Why Did Original RCA And Corrective
Actions Fail To Solve The Problem'/

~ Why Were UtilityPeer Team
Recommendations Not Effectively
Implemented?

o EPIP 13.1.1 (Classification) Training
Adequacy?

Scenario Validation Adequacy (Emergency
Classification Level Problem)?



JUi 1 '91 9: 89 PAGE.DOS

PRELQVQNARY CAUSES

(I) EOP/Dynamic Simulator Training Adequacy

~ Examination Analysis Issues

' Failure To Train On Some "Legs" Of The
EOPs,

Scenario Adequacy/Validation (Open Issue)

~ Critical Evaluation By Training Staff

(2) EOP Adequacy

Independent Consultant Reviews/Benchmarking

~ PSTG —i EOP Translation Issues

Formatting/Ease Of Usage

o Verification/Validation Process Adequacy

(3) Crew Communication And Teamwork

(4) Individual Performance Issues



~ VM

LICENSING PZG) ASSURANCE OVERSIGHT
WNP-2 EOP/T G RECOVERY PLAN

\

Team Evaluation Prior To Restart

Evaluation For Managing Director

~ Top Industry Experts On EOPs And EOP

Training

~ Increase Oversight Of Training Following
Restart

~ Interim EOP Upgrades

Human Factors Improvements

Technical Issue Changes

Verification/Validation

Program Evaluation

Implementation Assessment

Issue Resolution Process

Training

. Instructor Training

BOP Basis Trainirig

e Simulator Performance Evaluation

e Final BOP Upgrade Program



6 RECOVERY PLAN-2 EOPlT

OVERSIGHT RESOURCES

'I) Quality Assurance Engineer

e Former Simulator Instructor

~ Pormer Licensed SRO/STA

(2) Event Assessment Engineer

~ Pormer Contract NRC Examiner

. EXTERNAL

(3) Operations Engineering, Inc.

EOP Upgrade Oversight

(4), EOP Training Consultants

6 Monitor Simulator Training



RE-EXAIVI

GENERAL WEAKNESSES AND DEFICIENCIES

o Crew communications were not in compliance with
standards set forth by operations management.

o Slow or inaccurate diagnosis of electrical malfunctions
and the resulting degraded system configurations.

o Understanding plant and systems-response concerning
plant electrical malfunctions.

o Compliance and use of procedures and technical
specif ications.

o IVIisoperation of equipment and instances of lack of
awareness.

o Inadequate command and control on the part of several
Control Room Supervisors and Shift Managers.



RE-EXAM,

POSSIBLE ROOT CAUSES

LACK OF TRAINlNG

o No dynamic simulator training on certain portions
of the EOP's.

o insufficient exposure to simulator scenarios dealing
with electrical malfunctions.

o Focus on "crash and burn" events.

CO WllVIUNICATIONS

0 Operations department policy regarding stricter
verbal communications was in effect, but sufficient
time was not made to allow it to become
institutionalized.

CREW EXPER)ENCE

o One crew consisted of newly licensed CRO's. This
resulted in a lack of experience in the areas of
communications and crew interaction.



TRAINlNG GOALS

SHORT TERM

o Train two operating crews to ensure their readiness
to successfully complete an NRC observed
operational evaluation.

o Train the remaining crews to ensure an improved
and consistent level of performance among all
crews is established.

o Train the individuals requiring remediation to ensure
successful completion of remediation exams.

LONG TERM

o Establish a proactive . and evolving training
environment to ensure operations management's
standards of performance are being met.



REQUALIFICATIONPROGRAM

ACTION PLAN

PURPOSE

Develop and prioritize corrective actions

specific to 'correcting the programmatic,

individual *and crevr performance problems

noted during the '199'1 requalification exam

process.



REQUALIFICATIONPROGRAIVI .

ACTION PLAN

PRIORITIES

o Actions to be completed prior to plant
startup.

o Actions to be completed during the post
outage requal cycles (10l91)

o .Actions to be completed by February
0 992.



SCHEDULE DEVELOPMENT

CRITERIA

o Maximize instructor/student contact time.

o Evaluate and meet the needs of the crew.

o Provide additional training for B and D crews
after introduction of Pha'se I EOP upgrade.

o Ensure adequate milestones are established..

o Maintain four crew, eight hour shift rotation
at the plant.

o Provide enough training and evaluation to
ensure all crews have parity in meeting
operations management's standards of
performance.



«TYPfO'AL"TRA'INlbfCNfEEKSCHEDOL'E

CREW 1

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

5 HOURS
R E CLASSROOM

4 HOURS

CREW 2

,CLASS ROOM
4 HOURS

T R T R E

5 HOURS

TUESDAY THURSDAY

R E

5 HOURS
CLASSROOM

4 HOURS

CRE'N 2

CLASSROOM
4 HOURS 5 HOURS

T = TRAINING SCENARIO
E = EVALUATED SCEiNARIO

R = TRAINING SCEiNARIO REVIEW
C = EVALUATEDSCENARIO CRITIQUE



RfMfDIATIONSCHEDULE
SUMMER 1991 WEEK 1 REV.2

DATE

6-24

6-25

LOCATION

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
5 hr.

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SUBJECT

EOP- EOP Intro and Terminology
Module 'I, 2hr.

'anagementExpectations 1.75 hr.

PHASE 1 SCENARIO 'I

PHASE 2 SCENARIO 2
EVALEXAM SCENARIO 6

EOP- Entry and Exit Conditions
Module 1, 2 hr.

SYS- RHR 1.5 hr.

6-26

6-27

6-28

SIMULATOR
5 hr.

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
5 hr.

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
5 hr.

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
5 hr.

EYAL EXANl SCENARIO 14
PHASE 1 SCENARIO 3

EVAL EXAM SCENARIO 11

EOP- EOP Cautions and Graphs
Module 3, 2:hr.

SYS- HPCS, LPCS 2.0 hr.

PHASE 1 SCENARIO 4
PHASE 'I SCENARIO 5

EVAL EXAM SCENARIO 16

EOP- 5.1.1 RPY Control
Module 4, 2 hr.

SYS- DGs 1.5
hr.'VAL

EXAililSCENARIO 20
PHASE 'I SCENARIO 6

EVAL EXAM SCENARIO 21

SELi'TUDY
QUIZ

PHASE 1 SCENARIO 7 .

PHASE 1 SCENARIO 8
EVAL EXAiV SCENARIO 22



AEOUA(IFICATIOtlTAAIHIHQ
fIEV. IO 6/29/J I

JUIIE
10 17 24

JULY AUGUST

8 15 22 29 S 12 19 28

SEPTEMOEA

2 9 18

23'.

EXAM ANALYSIS

2. WRITE NEW SCEIIARIOS

3. CREW B (SAWYEfl)

4. CREW D (LANGDON)

5, CAEWC (MANN)

6. CREW E (IIANCOCK)

7. CAEWF (KOZLIK) partlhno

8. CIIEW A (OECKEfl)

9. EOP WORK PIIASEOtIE

10 2

10 4

10 10

10 8 10 9

1O. UTILITY EVALUATOAS

SIHULhTQB

1. TtlAEE SCEtlAAIOSIDAY/CAEW

2. MltllMUMOF 30 EVALUATED
SCENARIOS/CHEW.

3. EMPIIASIZE:
'OhlthUtlICATIONS
'EAthWOAK
'OMhlAHDAND CONTROL
'OP USAGE

4. VIDEOTAPIHGOF SCENARIOS
Fall CHEW TRAININGAID.

1. 'EOP BASES
'ESSONS LEARNED
'EVEL IHSTA. FAILURES
'YSTEMS
'OMMUNICATIOHS
'ANAGEMENTEXPECTATIOHS
'LECTRICALDISTRIBUTION
'DG'S (ANNUALAEQUIREMENT)

'

NEW EOP'S
'PDATE LECTURES

2. WEEKLYQUIZZES

AT VARIOUS POINTS TIIAOUGIIOUT
TIIIS TIIAIHIHGOUTSIDE UTIUTY
PEERS WILLBE INVITEDTO AUDIT
OUll IlEMEDIALPROCESS,

1. 1 DRAFT FLOWCIIARTREADY FOR USE

2. 7/15/91 B CREW APPROVED FOA MODE 4/5.

3. 7/25/91 NEW EOP'S AVAILABLEFOR TANG.

4. 8/2/91 READINESS EVALC,E,F CREWS.

S, 8/7/91 ANNUALEXAMS C,E CREWS.

8. 8/17/91 PRACTICE OP EVAL

7. 8/23/91 OP EVALB CREW. ANNUALEXAM D CREV/.
'.

9/19/91 PRACTICE OP EVAL

9. 9/26/91 -OP EVALA CREW.

10 7/9y 7/30~ 8/13~ SI20~'9/Io 9/'I8 SENIOR
MAHAGEMEHTASSESSMENT'



SENIOR MANAGE1VIENT,
ASSESSMENTS

o Provide constant assessment of the
crews'bilitiesand needs.

o Meet with training and operations management.

o .Simulator observation.

o Meetings with the crews.



~ t ASSESSMENT METHODS

o Simulator evaluations.

o Written exams on classroom material.

o independent QA audit.

I

o 'se of contracted instructors.

o Nlaintenance of crew and iridividual competency data
~ base.

o Administration of annual exams.

o Crew "readiness" evaluations.

o . Senior management assessments.

o Use of video taping in the simulator.



UTILITYPEER
EVALUATIONS

CREDENTIALS

o Operator training management..

o Operations management.

o EOP revision 4.

o Recent experience in ES604 revision 6
requal exam.

FOCUS

o Crew communications.

o SRO command and control.

o EOP usage.

o instructor evaluation and critique
methods.

o Scenario degre of difficulty.



IMPROVE OPERATOR PERFORMANCE

~ IMPROVED TRAININGPROCESS

~ ~

ADDITIONALSTAFF
ADVANCEDSCENARIOS
IMPROVED LESSON PLANS
INTEGRATED APPROACH .

~ IMPROVED EVALUATION

MEET INDUSTRY STANDARD
CONSULTANT SUPPORT
RIGOROUSLY APPLIED

~ MPROVED EOP'S

COMPREHENSIVE HUNANFACTOR UPGRADE
MORE TECHNICALLYCORRECT
USAGE MORE CLOUY DEFINED



EOP UPGRADE PROCESS
I

0

~ ALIGNPSTG WHH BWROG EPG REVISION 4

a ENSURE APPROVED JUSTIFICATION OF ANYDEVIATION .

~ UPGRADE EOP's (A TWO-PHASED APPROACH)

~ MMSE EOP WRI'I'ERS GUIDE

~ REVISE VERIFICATIONDOCUMENT

~ REVISE USERS GUIDE

~ EXECUTE VERIFICATION/VALIDATIONOF UPGRADED EOP's

e PROVIDE FOR CONTINUED PROGRAJVf MAINTENANCE



EOP DEVELOPMENT TEAM

~ CIEL CONSULTANTS

M. DAUS, PROGRAM MANAGER
K %'ALKER, TECHNICALCONSULTANT
DR. B. BRUNE, HUMANFACTORS SPECIALIST
J. SEMINARA, HUMANFACTORS, CONTROL SPECIALIST
J. STALEY, VERIFICATIONSPECIALIST
S. COHEN, WRITERS GUIDE, USERS GUIDE SPECIALIST

~ OPERATIONS

K FARABAUGH,ESP SPECIALIST
T. MESSERSMITH, PROJECT COORDINATOR
R. CONSERRIERE, STAFF COORDINATOR

~ QUALITYASSURANCE

R. HIGGINS, VERIFICATIONSPECIALIST

~ ENGINEERING/TECHNICALSTAFF

STA, VERIFICATION
S. KIRKENDALL,TECHNICALSPECIALIST
L SHAG', TECHNICALSPECIALIST



IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY

~ PLANTWIDE INTEGRATED EFFORT

~ SIGNIFICANTOPERATOR INVOLVEMENT

CONCERN IDENTIFICATION
VERIFICATION

- VALIDATION

~ TWO-PHASED APPROACH

PHASE I
SIGNIFICANTHUMANFACTOR IMPROVEMENT
DEALWITH KNOWNTECHNICALPROBLEMS
RESOLVE VARIOUS CONCERNS

PHASE 2

DEALWITH LONG TERM TECHNICALISSUES
MODIFYWITH EXPERIENCE
ADDITIONALHUMANFACTOR.IMPROVEMENT



PHASE I

~ IMPLEMENTHUMANFACTORS IMPROVEMENT

~ 'RESOLVE OPEN EOP INSPECTION CONCERNS

RESOLVE IDENTIFIEDEOP RELATED ISSUES

~ ADDRESS EPG REVISION 4 DEVIATIONS



HUMAN FACTOR IMPROYEMENTS

~ STANDARDIZESYMBOLS

~ SIMPLIFYWORDING

~ IMPROVE PRINT SIZE

~ IMPROVE TRANSITIONS

~ UTILIZECOLOR

ENHANCE OVERRIDE CALLOUTS

e REDUCE ARC SIZE

e IMPROVE CAUTIONANNOTATION

e REFORMAT EMBEDDED CONDITIONALSTATEMENTS



RELATED EOP ISSUE RESOLUTION

~ TRAININGRELATED ISSUES

OPERATOR FEEDBACK
PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATIONISSUES

~ ROOT CAUSE HNDING

OPERATIONS EVALUATIONFAILURES
ANNUALREQUALIFICATIONFAILURES

~ EXAIVQNATIONANALYSIS RESULTS

~ PEER REVIEW CONCERNS

~ EOP DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

NRC EXAMINATIONREPORT ISSUES



PHASE II OBJECTIYES

~ IMPLEMENTBALANCEOF HUhhQ4 FACTORS IMPROVEMENTS

CAUTION STATEMENT PLACEMENT
REVISE OVERRIDE LOGIC

INCORPORATE BALANCEOF RELATED ISSUES

OPERATORFEEDBACK
DEVELOPMENT ISSUE
EOP INSPECTION RESOLUTION

~ RESOLVE AIL EPG REVISION 4 DEVIATIONS



MANAGEMENTOVERVIEW
%NP-2 OPERATOR REQUALIFICATIONPROGRAJVl

i

JULY 2, 1991

T RY

- 1990 REQUAL PROGRAJVI

- INPO INSPECTION

,- EOP INSPECTION

- 1991 REQUAL PROGRA2rI (2/26/91 - 3/8/91)

- OPE (3/21/91, 3/22/91)

- REQUAL RETAKE EXAJVI (6/5/91, 6/6/91)

LE N LEARNED

- EOPs

- INDUSTRY CONTACTS

NRC CONTACT

- CREW COMMUNICATIONS

- CONTROL ROOM COMMANDAND CONTROL

- TRAININGEVALUATIONEFFEC'IIVENESS

- MANAGEMENTEXPECTATIONS/STANDARDS



RE-EXAIVI

ENERAL WEAKNESSE AND DEFI IENCIES

o Crew communications were not in compliance with
standards set forth by operations management.

o Slow or inaccurate diagnosis of electrical malfunctions
and the resulting degraded system configurations.

o Understanding plant and systems response concerning
plant electrical malfunctions.

o Compliance and use of procedures and technical
specifications.

o Misoperation of equipment and instances of lack of
awareness.

o inadequate command and control on the part of several

Control Room Supervisors and Shift Managers.



RE-EXAM

POSSIBLE ROOT AUSES

R ININ

o -No dynamic simulator training on certain
portions'f

the EOP's.

o Insufficient exposure to simulator scenarios dealing
with electrical malfunctions.

o Focus on "crash and burn" events.

0lVlMUNICATONS

o Operations department policy regarding stricter
verbal communications was in effect, but sufficient
time was not made to allow it to become
institutionalized.

CREW EXP ER! ENC E

o One crew consisted of newly licensed CRO's. This
resulted in a lack of experience in the areas of
communications and crave interaction.



TRAINING G ALS

SHORT TERIVI

o Train two operating crews to ensure their readiness
to successfully complete an NRC observed.
operational evaluation.

o Train fhe remaining crews to ensure an improved
and consistent level of performance among all
crews is established.

o Train the individuals requiring remediation to ensure
successful completion of remediation exams.

LONG TER

o Establish a proactive and evolving training
environment to ensure operations management's
standards of performance are being met.



REQUALIF CATION PROGRAM

CTION PLAN

PURPOSE

Develop and prioritize corrective actions

specific to correcting the programmatic,

individual and crew performance problems

noted during the '199 1 requalification exam

process.



EGUALIFICATI N R RAIVI

ACTION PLAN

I R TIES

o Actions to be completed prior to plant
startup.

o Actions to be completed during the post
outage requal cycles (10/91)

o Actions to be completed by February
1992.



HED LE DEVELDPIVIENT

RI ERI

o Maximize instructor/student contact time.

o Evaluate and meet the needs of the crew.

o Provide additional training for B and D crews
after introduction of Phase I EOP upgrade.

o Ensure adequate milestones are established.

o Maintain four crew, eight hour shift rotation
at the plant.

o Provide enough training and evaluation to
ensure all crews have parity in meeting
operations management's standards of
performance.



CREW 1

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

R T R E

5 HOURS

'LASSROOM
4 HOURS

REW 2

CLASSROOM
4 HOURS

T R T R E

5 HOURS

TUESDAY THURSDAY

CRPhf 1

.E C R E

5 HOURS
CLASS ROOM

4 HOURS

CRE'N 2

CLASSROOM
4 HOURS

E T R E

5 HOURS
C

T = TRAINING SCEiNARIO R = TRAINING SCENARIO REVIEW'

= EVALUATEDSCENARIO C = EVALUATEDSCENARIO CRITIQUE



EMEDIATION CHED LE
MMER 19 1 WEEK 1 REV 2

DATE

6-24

6-25

'6-26

6-27

6-28

LOCATlON

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SIIVIULATOR
5 hr.

CLASS ROOM,
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
5 hr.

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SiMULATOR
5 hr.

CLASS ROO IVI

4 hr.

SIMULATOR
5 hr.

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

S IMULATOR
5 hr.

SUBJECT

EOP- EOP Intro and Terminology
Nlodule 'I, 2hr.

'anagementExpectations 1.75 hr.

PHASE 1 SCENARIO 1

PHASE 2 SCENARIO 2
EVALEXAM SCENARIO 6

EOP- Entry and Exit Conditions
Module 1, 2 hr.

SYS- RHR 1.5 hr.

EYAL EXAM SCENARIO 14
PHASE 1 SCENARIO 3

EVAL EXAM SCENARIO 11

EOP- EOP Cautions and Graphs
IV!odule 3, 2 hr.

SYS- HPCS, LPCS 2.0 hr.

PHASE 1 SCENARIO 4
PHASE 1 SCENARIO 5

EVAL EXAM SCENARIO 16

EOP- 5.1.1 RPV Control
Module 4, 2 hr.

SYS- DGs 1.5 hr.

EVAL EXAiVI SCENARIO 20
PHASE 1 SCENARIO 6

EYAL EXAM SCENARIO 21

SELF STUDY
QUIZ

PHASE 1 SCENARIO 7
PHASE 1 SCENARIO 8

EYAL EXAM SCENARIO 22



EMEDlATION HED LE
UMMER 1991 WEEK 2

DATE

7-'I

7-2

7-3

7-5

LOCATION

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
6 hr.

CLASS ROOM
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
5 hr.

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
6 hr.

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
6 hr.

CLASSROOM
4 hr.

SIMULATOR
5 hr.

SUBJECT

EOP- MODULE 6 (6.1.2 FTS LEVEL)
SYS- RPS, ARI

PHASE 1 SCENARIO 9
PHASE 1 SCENARIO 'IO

EVALEXAM SCENARIO 23

EOP- MODULE 6 (5.1.2 FTS.PRESS)
SYS- ELECTRICAL DIST.

EVAL EXAM SCENARIO 24
PHASE 1 SCENARIO 11

EYAL EXAM SCENARIO 25

EOP- MODULE 7 (5.1.2 FTS POVYER)
SYS- LEVEL INST., AIDS

PHASE 1 SCENARIO 12
PHASE 1 SCENARIO 13

EVAL EXAM SCENARIO 26

OFF, HOLIDAY

OFF, HOLIDAY

SELF STUDY
EXAM

EVAL EXAM SCENARIO 27
PHASE 2 SCENARIO ¹1

EVAL PHASE 2 SCENARIO ¹2



REQUAI IFICATIOtl TRAltllNG
f le. IO 6/29/»J I

JUIIE
I0 17 24

JULY AUGUST

I 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26

SEPTEMBER

2 9 16 23

1. EXAMAtlALYSIS

2. WRITE NEW SCENARIOS

3. CREW B (SAWYER)

4. CREW D (LANGDON)

5. CREW C (MANtl)

6. CREW E (IIANCOCK)

7. CREW F (KOZLIK) Pari time

8. CREW A (BECKER)

9. EOP WOHK PIIASE ONE

x

8»

10 2

10 4

6 7

10 10

10 d 10 9

10. UTILITY EVALUATORS

5lhllILhTQfl

1 ~ TIIREE SCENARIOS/DAY/CREW

2. MINIMUMOF 30 EVALUATED
SCENARIOS/CHEW.

3. EMPIIASIZE:
'OMMUtIICATIONS
'EAMWORK
'OMMANDAND CONTROL
'OP USAGE

4. VIDEOTAPINGOF SCENARIOS
FOH CHEW TRAININGAID.

1. »EOP BASES
'ESSONS LEARNED
'EVELINSTR. FAILURES
'YSTEMS
'OMMUNICATIONSiMANAGEMENTEXPECTATIONS
'LECTRICALDISTRIBUTION

EDG'S (ANNUALREQUIREMENT)
'EW EOP'S
'PDATE LECTURES

2. WEEKLYQUIZZES

lHIL(ILK'llhIQBR

AT VARIOUS POINTS TIIROUGIIOUT
1 tllS THAININGOUTSIDE UTILITY
PEERS WILLBE INVITEDTO AUDIT
OUR REMEDIALPROCESS.

1. 7/21/91 - DRAFT FLOWCtlARTREADY FOR USE

2. 7/15/91 B CREW APPROVED FOR MODE 4/5.

3. 7/25/91 NEW EOP'S AVAILABLEFOR TRNG.

4. 8/2/91- READINESS EVALC,E,F CREWS.

5. 8/7/91 - ANNUALEXAMS C,E CREWS.

6. 8/17/91 - PRACTICE OP EVAL

7. 8/23/91 OP EVALB CREW. ANNUALEXAMD CREW.

IL 9/19/91 PRACTICE OP EVAL

9. 9/26/91 OP EVALA CREW.

10 7/9» 7/30» 8/13 8/20 9/10 9/18 SENIOR
MANAGEMENTASSESSMENT



ENI R IVIANA EVENT
SSESS MENTS

o Provide constant assessment of the
crews'bilitiesand needs.

o Meet with training and operations management.

0 SirnUlator observation.

0 Meetings with the crews.



SE SWlEN ETH D

o Simulator evaluations.

o Written exams on classroom material.

o Independent QA audit.

o Use of contracted instructors.

o Maintenance of crew and individual competency data
base.

o Administration of annual exams.

o Crew "readiness" evaluations.

o Senior management assessments.

o Use of video taping in the simulator.



111 EER
EVALUATION

EDEN I L

o Operator training management.

o Operations management.

o EGP revision 4.

o Recent experience in ES604 revision 6
requal exam.

FOCUS

o Crew communications.

o SRO command and control.

o EOP usage.

o Instructor evaluation and critique
methods.

o Scenario degr e of difficulty.



~CENSED QPERATOR Q?BlTJAI ~ gKQK

aa—**" 2 —"

Juno 29, 1991 Rov 4

Supervisor Nuc ar cens Traznzng-Requa

( a~/z(
Manager Nuclear Licensed Training



REMEDIATION PROGRAM
OR %NP 2

This remediation program has been modified based on
the'reliminaryresults of the Root Cause Analysis and the exam

analysis of the Licensed Operator Requalifkcation re-exam
administered on June 5 and June 6, 1991. This program covers

'essonslearned from the Annual Reqaalification Exam, the
Operational Evaluation, the Requalification Re-Exam, and/ to
a limited extent, the Replacement Operator License exam.

This remediation program is designed to:
o Train two operating crews to ensure their readiness

to successfully complete an NRC observed
Operational Evaluation.

o Train the remaining operating crews to ensure an
improved and consistent level of performance among
all crews is established.

o Train the individuals recpxiring remediation to
ensure successful completion of their remediation
exams."

o Train the operators on the changes resulting from
'haseI of the Emergency Operating Procedures Human

Factors upgrade.

The remediation process will consist of at least 64 hours of
classroom training and 80 hours of simulator training. The
classroom portion will consist of the following:

o Systems refresher training.
o Lessons learned from the previous exam failures.

.o Level instrument failures (including feedwater
level control).

o Electrical"distribution (AC/DC) including emergency
diesel/generators.

o Emergency operating procedure bases.

o Changes resulting from the EOP human factors
upgrade.

o Three two hour exams will be administered.

The simulator training will consist of the following:

o Three simulator scenarios per day.

o Each crew will receive at least 48 dynamic
simulator scenarios during the course of training
and evaluation.
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DIATION PROGRAM
POR WNP 2

o Of the 48 dynamic scenarios given, twenty-two (22)will be formally evaluated.

At the end of the training, a simulator examination will be
administered to each crew. As appropriate, this exam will be
administered in the form of an NRC observed operational
evaluation, annual requalification exam or a "readiness for
shift" evaluation. In all cases the exam will be
administered and crews evaluated to the same performance
standards and to criteria stated in ES604.

During the simulator portion of the EOP training, crew
communications and command/control will be stressed. The use
of the "freeze" function will be used extensively to stress
the requirements of PPM 1.3.1 Conduct of Operations,
relating to verbal communications.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

gECQ+P ~ — SYSTEMS REMEDIATION

An examination analysis of the Limits and Controls and static
scenarios administered for the annual requalification
examination was conducted to determine areas of possible
operator knowledge weakness associated with plant systems. As
described in the examination analysis, the selection criteria
for identifying weaknesses included any subject area in which
less than 854 of the test item responses were correct.
In addition, the operator performance during the annual
simulator exam and the Operations Evaluation, including post
scenario question and answers, was reviewed to identify weak
'areas associated with plant systems knowledge.

As a mart of the WNP-2 remediation plan, a classroom review
will be conducted covering the subjects identified below. The
review will be approximately 64 hours in length, composed of
-16, four hour segments. Three two f2) hour written
exams will be given. These exams wall consist of a

. classroom, closed book, and a written exam, covering systems
and EOPs.

A TOPICS POR SYSTEMS REVIEW

1. ECCS REVIEW

a. RCIC

1. Automatic initiation signals

2. Response to initiations
- Manual

page 2



DIh,TION PROGRAM.
OR %NP 2

— Auto

3. Response to high RPV level
4. Valve interlocks

- suction valves- test return valves- steam supply valves
4. System Zsolations

- Valve response to isolation signals
b HPCS

1. Automatic initiation signals
2. Response to initiations
3. System response to high RPV level
4. Specific valve interlocks

- Suction valves
Zngection valve
Test return valves to SP and CST

5. Response to a loss of offsite power

6. Reporting requirements following inadvertent
in3.tiation

c. LPCS

1. Auto initiations
2. Specific valve interlocks

- Injection valve
— Test return valve

3. Response to loss of off site power

- sequencing of pump start
d. RHR

1. Automatic initiations
2. Response to initiations
3. Specific valve interlocks
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MEDIATION PROGRAM
OR WNP 2

» Zn)ection valve- Test return valve- CTMT spray valves- WW spray valves- HX bypass valve
4. Response to loss of off site power

- sequencing of pump

e. ADS

1. Automatic initiation
2., Effect of Control switch on operation of

valves
3. Methods of closing valves following auto

initiation
4. Locations where SRV's can be- operated from.

REACTOR PRO ECT ON YSTEM

a. Response to half and full actuation signals
1. Scram inlet and outlet valves

2. Backup scram valves

3. Scram pilot solenoids

4. Backup scram solenoids

5. SDV vent and drain valves

b. Power supplies to RPS system

1. RPS MG sets

2. Effect of blown fuse on a single group of rods

— Without a half scram signal on the other
division

- With a half scram signal on the other
division

c. Effect of Rx mode switch on scram signals

1. Which ones are bypassed and when

'page 4



DIATION PROGRAM
FOR WNP 2

d. Relationship of ZRM and APRM scram signals
1. Zn RUN mode

2. Zn STARTUP mode

3. Zn STARTUP mode on range 10

3 AR OPERA ION

a. Initiation signals
b. Effect of initiation on

1. SDV vents and drains
2. Scram inlet and outlet valves

4. FULL CO SPLAY INDICATIONS

a. Use of indications to determine status of control
rods

b. Identification of an ATWS condition
c. Methods of verifying all rods in
d. Identification of rod drift
e. Identification of rod drop

5. MSIV ISOLATIONS

a. Initiation signals
6. SRV OPERATION

a. Set points for safety and relief valves
b. Methods to determine if set point has been

reached

7. DIESEL GENERATOR OPERATION Div 1 2 and 3

a. Automatic start signals
b. Automatic trip signals

1. With auto initiation signal
2. Without auto initiation signal

a. Use of indication to determine status of DG.
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MEDIATION PROGRAM
OR WNP 2

1. Lockout indications
2. Power available lights
3. DG output breaker indications

B OTHER SYSTEMS REVIEWS

Total ECCS s stems rev ew to CA si al
a. With off-site power available
b. Without off-site power available

2. Technical S ecifications
a. TSAS for inop control rods

- only one rod
—more than one in a control cell

3. Flow measurement

a. Recirc loop flow
b. Total core flow
c. Determining value of flow input to APRMs

a. Level indication resulting from instrument
failure.

C EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE BASES

1. cirrose and Intent of gOPs

2. EOP structure
3. Precautions
4. ~Gra ns

,t

5. 5.1.1 RPV Control

a. RPV Water level
b. RPV Pressure

c. Reactor power
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5.1.2 ~ailure tc Scram

a. RPV level
h. RPV pressure
c. Reactor power

8. !~~ ~ +oocQnq

a. Suppression pool temperature

b. Drywell temperature

c. Primary containment pressure

d. Suppression pool water level
e. Primary containment hydrogen

a. Entry conditions
h. Reactor building temperatures

c. Reactor building radiation levels
d. Reactor building water levels

2—
a. 5. 5. 12 Alternate Method for RPV Depressurization

During Emergencies

h. 5.5.17 Primary Containment Flooding

c. 5.6.1 Station Blackout

D CHANGES RESULTING PROM EOP HUMAN PACTORS UPGRADE

Training to be Developed.
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1 ~ Written exam following the classroom lectures,
consisting of a classroom closed book exam'and astatic scenario exam. These exams will take two (2)
hours total.

~.'CT EON ~ 0

This portion of the remediation program will cover
management's expectations towards the use of the EOPs
and conduct of operations. Operations Managementwill present this section. This is scheduled for a
two (2) hour classroom session.

E ~~IIUAL ~EXAM OPS ~L ~EOE ~?CENSE EXAM REVIEW

This review will be based on lessons learned during
. the annual Requal, Operations Evaluation, and, to a
limited extent the Replacement Operator License
exam. The review will be given in the classroom,
highlighting problems encountered with the use of
EOPS, communication and command and control.Prioritizing of actions during multiple failure
events will be discussed. This training is scheduled
to last two (2) hours.

EOP REMEDIATION SCENARIOS

Based on the exam analysis, weaknesses were noted in
the usage of EOPs communications, and the command
and control function by the crews involved. The
usage of EOPS and effective teamwork skills
are essential to operating under degraded conditions;

'The freeze function of the simulator will be used
extensively during these scenarios to correct any
deficiencies noted during the exam or at any time
during the remediation process.
This section of the program will cover approximately
eighty (80) hours. The EOP training will be a
mixture of dynamic simulator and classroom discussion
conducted on the simulator floor. The classroom
portion will overview each procedure pertaining to
the scenarios. The intent of the overview is to
emphasize sequence of mitigation strategies,
conditions requiring strategy changes," steps in all
major flowpaths, and to address common
mistakes/problems associated with executing each flow
path.
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OR WNP 2

The following scenarios have been developed and added
to the simulator exam bank for training and
evaluation purposes relative to the EOPs.

Additional simulator scenarios will be developed as
required to cover those areas of EOP's not presently
included in the exam bank.

~ 2M /~is caus~ ~h ~PV~P ~ ~ stuck ~et
a. RPV/P increases
b. Rx scrams 9 10374

- Carry out scram actions- Recognize stuck rod, inform crew

c. SRVs open I 10764 causing RPV/L to swell and trip
RFPs

— Establish RPV/P < 10374 with SRVs or TBPVs in
manual- Restore/Maintain RPV/L +13" to +54.5" with

CBPs, RCIC, HPCS, or restart a RFP.

NOTE: Establish pressure control with SRVs and level
control with preferred systems.

2I 1 ~i s=
a. Rx Scram

b. DEH pressure closes BPVs

— Establish RPV/P < 10374

c. RCIC steam line ruptures (system isolates) and
the HPCS pump trips
— Start CRD for RPV/L control
— Attempt recover injection systems

d. 6 -50", verify containment isolations
—Note the failure of an MSIV to isolate
— Manually shut the MSIV

e. 6 -129",
— Reset ADS timers- Align LP systems for injection
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f. Between -129" and -161", HPCS is recovered
- Restore and maintain RPV/L +13".to +54.5" with

HPCS without exceeding 100 F/hr
NOTE: Pressure control with SRVs, failed isolation

valve, level control to TAF, and pursuit of a
failed system.

a. Condensate pumps trip resulting in a loss of Feed

— Initiate a manual scram

b. RPV/L decreases
- Initiate RCIC/HPCS to restore RPV/L

c. HPCS and RCIC trip
— Attempt to restore HP injection systems
— Utilize available HP systems

d. RPV/L reaches -50"
— Verify isolations
—Utilize SRVs to control RPV/P < 10374- Note the failure of 2 SRVs to operate

e. SP/T reaches 90 F

— Place RHR in SP Cooling

f. RHR-P-2A trips 0 approx -100"

- Report the failure to the CRS and crew

g. RPV/L reaches -129"
- Align LP injection systems for level

restoration
— Reset ADS timers to prevent actuation

h. SH-8 Locks out at approx -135"

— Note the loss of Division II power- Realize only one injection system is available
— Align Alternate injection systems

i. RPV/L reaches TAF

— Emergency Depressurize the RPV
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-. Note the failure of 2 ADS SRVs to open- Open 2 additional SRVs- Restore RPV/L to +13" to +54.5" .with LPCS

NOTE: Containment control, emergency depressurize
and restore RPV level with low pressure ECCS
systems.

'm' ' mem —""'z" ~s —"a-
~sseems

a. Loss of power to TR-S'. Spurious reactor scram

- Carry out Scram actions- Initiate RCIC and/or HPCS to maintain RPV/L

c. SM-4 Locks out
— Note the loss of Division IZI power and HPCS

pump- Inform CRS and crew

d. TR-B Locks out and DG-2 fails to auto close in
- Inform CRS/crew- Attempt to manually close DG-2/8 (will close)

e. RCIC isolates
- Recognize loss of RCIC and inform crew

f. RPV/L reaches -50"
- Verify isolations

g. SP/T reaches 90 F

- Initiate SP cooling- Note the broken shaft on RHR-P-2B

h. DG-1 trips
- Note the loss of Division I power and inform

crew- Attempt to recover DG-1
-(Engine restarts and trips again) Direct

maintenance to investigate the failure
i. RPV/L reaches -129"
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- Alicm RHR-P-2C for injection (RHR-V«42C is
'failed closed)- Reset ADS timers to prevent initiation- Recognize less than two injection systems
available

— Align alternate injection systems

j. RPV/L reaches TAF

— Emergency Depressurize RPV

k. RPV/P reaches 4704

— Recognize failure of RHR-V»42C to open- Attempt to open the valve (CR and local -won'
open)- Complete alignment of alternate injection
systems

- Restore RPV/L to +13" to +54.5" with RHR-SW X-
tie

NOTE: Loss of high pressure feed and recovery with
Alternate Systems.

5. ~PV ~Foodin

a. PAM level transmitter "A" fails upscale
— Note the loss and check plant response

b. Level instrument leg fails (X-flow check valve
seats)

c. Another reference leg fails resulting in a L-8
trip
— Carry out scram actions
— Util].ze CBPs for RPV/L control (HPCS and RCIC

will not be available due to the indicated
high level)

d. Another reference leg fails
Recognize complete loss of level indication
Exit PPM 5.1.1

— Execute PPM 5.1.3, Emergency Depressurization
) Note the failure of 3 SRVs to open
) Inform crew and open additional SRVs

e. Seven SRVs open
— Execute RPV Flooding

) Isolate RCIC/MSLs/and MSL drains
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) Inject with available systems
) Establish RPV/P >/~ 604 > SP/P

— Attempt to restore RPV/L indication
) Request I&C .assistance

f. Flood-up and Upset instruments are restored
- Terminate RPV Flooding and restore RPV/L

NOTE: RPV Flooding.
6. Iass o8 ~DW ~Cool in

a. Failure of RCC causes RRC-P temperatures to
increase
— Scram the reactor and trip RRC-Ps

b. DW/T&P increase

.
—Utilize SGT to maintain DW/P between 0 and

1.684
— Begin a cooldown at < 100 F/hr
—Maintain RPV/L with RFPs

NOTE: First steps of drywell pressure control.

a. Small steam leak increases DW/P to 1.68$
HPCS-V-4 fails to open on DW/P
RHR-P-2C min flow valve fails to open

- Carry out scram actions
— Maintain RPV/L with RFPs
— Monitor DEH control of RPV/P
— Initiate WW sprays
— Note the HPCS-V-4 failure and inform the crew
— Note the failure of RHR-P-gC min flow valve,

inform the crew, and trip the pump

b. WW/P increases to 8g

- Initiate DW spr'ays with either RHR loop

c. SP/T reaches 90 F

— Initiate SP cooling with other RHR loop

d. MSIVs isolate (loss of tunnel cooling) & RPV/P
increases
— Maintain RPV/P < 1037$ with SRVs- Utilize CBPs/RCIC for RPV/L control
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- Initiate a cooldown at < 100 F/hr
e. DW/P is reduced to < 1.684

- Terminate sprays to prevent negative pressure

NOTE: Containment pressure control

8. Steam gazoo:~n

a. Earthquake initiates:
- High vibration on RRC-Ps
— High'ibration on RFPs
— Turbine trip
» TR-S lockout- Small D/W water LOCA (10 minute Ramp)

b. Reactor scrams (Turbine Trip)
« Take scram actions- Maintain RPV/L between +13" & +54.5" with

RCIC/HPCS

c. MSIVs close on loss of power
- Control RPV/P with SRVs

d. SM-4 Lockout
— Note the loss of Division III power and inform

crew

e. Loss of TR-B

— Note the loss of power and inform crew
—Verify EDGs close onto busses
—Verify SW restarts

f. DW/P reaches 1.684 (LPCS fails)
— Initiate SP spray with either RHR loop
— Note'he failure of LPCS to start/inform the

crew
— Request assistance to restore LPCS

g. DG-2 trips differential current
- Note the loss and inform the crew
— Request assistance to restore the Bus
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h. RPV/L reaches -50"
—Verify Isolations

i. WW/P reaches 8g (RHR-'-16A fails shut)
- Initiate DW spray with RHR-P-2A- Recognize the failure of RHR-V-16A/inform crew
—Direct manual opening of the valve (won't open)

g. RCIC trips on high DW/P

- Note the loss and inform the crew
—Recognize < 2 injection systems available- Direct fire water to condensate x-tie

3s. RPV/L reaches -129"
—Align RHR-P-2A for RPV/L restoration- Reset ADS timers

1. Report that Fire Water cannot be x-tied and RHR-
P-2A trips
- Recognize loss of all injection systems and

execute steam Cooling

m. RPV/L decreases to < -285"
- Recognize the loss of RPV/L indication
— Execute Emergency Depressurization
— Execute RPV Flooding

) Isolate MSLs/MSL drains/RCIC
) Inject into the RPV with SLC and CRD

n. LPCS is returned to operation
— Inject with LPCS until RPV/L indi'cation is

available
— Exit RPV Flooding
— Restore RPV/L to +13 to +54.5" with LPCS

NOTE: Steam Cooling.

a. Moderate steam LOCA develops (Ramp)
DW/P > 1.684 (RHR-P-2B shaft shears
fails shut)

— Carryout scram actions
—Maintain RPV/L with RFPs
— Initiate WW spray with either RHR
— Recognize shaft shear of RHR-P-2B

resulting in
and HPCS-V-4

loop
and inform
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crew
— Recognize failure of HPCS-V-4 & inform crew

Direct action to investigate HPCS-V-4

b. WW/P reaches 84 (RHR-V-16A fails to open)

- Initiate DW spray- Recognize failure of DW spray valve & inform
crew

.c. MSIVs close on loss of tunnel cooling
- Establish RPV/P control < 1037$ with SRVs- .Utilize RCIC for RPV/L control

d. RCIC trips on high DW/P

- Direct EO to open HPCS-V-4 manually

e. HPCS-V-4 is opened manually
- Restore RPV/L to +13" to +54.5" with HPCS

f. WW/P reaches PSPL (failure of 3 ADS SRVs)

— Emergency Depressurize RPV- Recognize SRV failures and inform crew
— Open SRVs until 7 are open

NOTE: Emergency depressurize due to containment
pressure.

10. Water LOCA ~Restore /PAL with ~P ~ECCS

a. Water LOCA develops (-.35 with 10 minute ramp)
b. SW-P-1A trip on DG startc.'R-S and TR-B loose power

— Recognize power loss and inform crew- Request BPA restore power

d. DW/P reaches 1.684 (HPCS-P-1 trips upon
initiation)- Utilize available systems to maintain RPV/L
— Carry out scram actions
—Verify isolations and DG starts- Initiate WW spray with either RHR loop
— Recognize the SW-P failure and trip DG-1 within

2 minutes
— Trouble shoot SW-P-1A- Recognize HPCS failure and investigate

e. DW/P reaches Sg
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- Initiate DW spray

f. RCIC trips on high exhaust pressure
- Recognize loss and inform crew

g. Either one of the following:
- RPV/P reaches 220$

) Control injection with RHR-B/C to restore
RPV/L to +13" to +54.5"

— RPV/L reaches TAF

) Emergency Depressurize the RPV
) Restore RPV/L when RPV/P reaches 2204

NOTE: Level restoratio'n with LOCA.

~1. Water LOCA ~a~ra Cool lacaC

a. HPCS Surveillance
- HPCS motor trips (motor fault)

b. TR-S and TR-B loose power (lines down - wind
storm)
— Recognize power loss and inform crew- Recpxest BPA restore power

c. Water LOCA develops (j1.0 with 15 minute ramp)

d. DW/P reaches le 684 (RHR-V-42A is failed shut)
— Carry out scram actions
— Initiate RCIC for RPV/L control
— Verify isolations and DG-1 start starts
— Initiate WW spray with A«RHR loop

e. Fire alarm in DG-2 Room

f. DG-2 trips (DG heavily damaged by fire)
,- Respond to the fire

g. DW/P reaches 8g
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— Terminate WW spray
— Initiate DW spray

h. RCIC trips on high exhaust pressure
- Recognize loss and inform crew

i. RPV/L reaches TAF

- Emergency Depressurize the RPV- Verify RHR-A and LPCS align for infection
— Note failure of RHR-V-42A, inform crew
— Direct EO to manually open RHR-V-42A (will not

open)

j. RPV/L stabilizes below TAF but above -210"

- Recognize and remain in Steam Cooling
— Return RHR-P-2A to DW spray

NOTE: Spray cooling during water LOCA conditions.
12. Containment ~loodin

a. Report from EO of Condensate header rupture at
Condensate pumps, all Condensate pumps trip
- Initiate manual scram
— Start RCIC/HPCS for RPV/L control (HPCS-V-4

failed shut)- Recognize HPCS failure, investigate (won't open
manually)

b. RPV/L decreases slowly with RCIC feeding
c. Fire alarms in SM-7 Room, SM-7 Locks-out

- Respond to SM-7 fire,- Fire is extinguished, SM-7 heavily damaged

d. Water LOCA develops (-1.0 with 15 minute ramp)
e. DW/P reaches 1e684 (RHR-P-2B shaft sheared)

— Verify isolations and DG-2 start
— Recognize failure of RHR-P-2B

f. RHR-P-2C trips
— Investigate loss of RHR-P-2C (Can't be

recovered)

g. RPV/L continues to decrease
- Recognize < 2 injection systems available- Align Alternate injection systems
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h. RCIC trips on high exhaust pressure
i. RPV/L reaches TAF

- Emergency Depressurize RPV- Attempt to restore RPV/L with.RHR-SW x-tie

g. RPV/L stabilizes < TAF w/o spray flow
- Recognize conditions, enter containment

flooding (Containment flooding must be
discussed due to simulator limitations)

NOTE: Containment Flooding.
13. SP ~Lea ~nto @HER- Room with Moderate ~CA

a. Water LOCA develops in D/W (0.15, 7 minute ramp)
b. DW/P reaches 1.684 (RHR-P-2A trips immediately)

— Carry out scram actions- Maintain RPV/L +13" to +54.5" (RFW/RCIC/HPCS)'- Verify DEH maintains RPV/P <10374
— Initiate WW spray with B-RHR loop

c. DW/P reaches 84 (RHR-V-17B fails shut)
— Initiate DW spray with B-RHR
— Recognize failure and attempt to open valve

manually (valve will not open)

d. SP/T reaches 90 F

— Initiate SP Cooling
e. MSIVs close (high Tunnel Temperature)

- If required, use SRVs for RPV/P control
f. RHR-P-2A suction breaks into room
g. RHR-A room high temperatures, and water levels,

and pump looses suction
h. SP/L decreases

— Enter PPM 5.3.1
— Monitor HCLL due to lower SP level
— Monitor other areas for high level and

temperatures
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- Attempt to make-up water to SP per PPM 2.4.4- Attempt to isolate the leaki. Emergency depressurize RPV if SP/L is below HCLL

- DW/P reaches PSPL

NOTE: Monitor and track HCLL and emergency
depressurize when exceeding the, limit.

ILVI

a. Znboard MSZV fails open, TBPVs failed shut, one
CRD stuck

b. Loss of feed heaters
- reduce power 204 via RRC

c. MSL high rad due to full severity fuel-clad
rupture
- Manually scram reactor- Note BPV failure and maintain RPV/P < 1037 with

SRVs
— Control RPV/L between +13" and +54.5" with

RCZC/HPCS
— Note the CRD failure to insert and inform crew

d. RPV/P spike fails MSL in Tunnel
— Note high temperature and flow
—Verify Zsolations and attempt to shut open

inboard MSZV

e. TB high radiation and Vent Exhaust alarms
— Monitor'B HVAC
— Warn plant personnel of radiation hazard

f. STA projects an off site dose of 75,mR

— Declare SAE

g. STA projects increasing off-site dose eventually
exceeding 1R/hr
— Emergency Depressurize the RPV- Declare a GE with appropriate PARs

NOTE: Rad release.
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15. ~ectzic ~TWS

a. RPS fail to scram electrically, ARI. failure
b. 1 CBP trips resulting in a tri'p of both RFPs-

- Manually scram reactor- Recognize the ATWS and initiate ARI- Recognize the ARI failure and run RRC
to'inimum

- Shift RRC-Ps to slow speed- Verify power > 54 and trip RRC-Ps- Inhibit ADS
— Direct RPS fuse removal/holding SDV test PBs

c. RPV/L decreases to -50", MSIVs close
- Establish RPV/P control <1037$ with SRVs- Initiate RCIC for RPV/L control
—Verify isolations

d. RPS fuses removed, rods inserted
— Exit PPM 5.1.2, execute PPM 5.1.1
— Restore RPV/L to between +13» E +54.5» with

either:
) HPCS
) Reducing RPV/P and utilizing CBPs

— Reinstall RPS fuses

NOTE: Electric ATWS.

16. ~TWS Reset Rescram

a. Hydraulic ATWS with partial (most) rod insertion
b. Turbine trips

— Carry out scram actions- Recognize partial rod insertion, inform crew
Inhibit ADS

— Initiate ARI

c. RRC-P will runback and down-shift due to RPV/L

— Verify power below 54 (not trip RRC-Ps)- Restore and maintain RPV/L +13» to +54.5» with
RFW

— Reset ARI
— Recognize that the scram can be reset

) Reset =the scram
) Drain SDV
) Initiate a scram

Repeat until all rods are inserted
NOTE: Scram/Reset/scram hydraulic ATWS
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ll!—"<*8 ~+" L " l!LL<"
Rods

a. Full hydraulic ATWS
b. Turbine trips resulting in:

- RPV/P spike tripping RRC/Ps- SRV actuations causing RPV/L swell and tripping
RFPs

) Carryout scram actions
) Recognize ATWS, inform crew
) Initiate ARI

Establish RPV/P control < 1037$ with SRVs
Inhibit ADS

) Verify RRC-Ps tripped
) Bypass ARI (timing not important)

c. RPV/L reaches -50", MSIVs close
— Verify isolations
—Utilize RCIC/CBPs to control RPV/L -161" to

+54.5"
— Prevent HPCS injection until SLC is operating

d. SP/T reaches 90 F

— Place both RHR systems in SP Cooling

e. SP/T approaches 110 F

— Direct SLC injection (before 110 F SP/T)- If required, utilize HPCS for RPV/L control

f. Rod insertion
- Start 2nd CRD-P
— Direct EO to shut CRD»V«34- Bypass RWM & RSCS
— Insert rods 9 P-603

NOTE: Isolated hydraulic ATWS, requiring SLC and
driving rods.

a. Full hydraulic ATWS, SLC-P-1A fails
b. MSIVs fail shut causing RPV/P spike tripping

RRC/Ps and actuating SRVs

- Carryout scram actions
— Recognize ATWS, inform crew
— Initxate ARI
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- Establish RPV/P control < 10374 with SRVs- Inhibit ADS
—Verify RRC-Ps tripped- Verify isolations- Utilize RCIC/CBPs to control RPV/L -161" to

+54.5"- Prevent HPCS injection until SLC is operating- Bypass ARI -(timing not important) .—Monitor SP/T

c. SP/T reaches 90 F

- Place both RHR systems in SP Cooling
d. SP/T approaches 110 F

- Direct SLC injection (before 110 F SP/T)- Recognize failure of SLC-P- If required, utilize HPCS for RPV/L control
e. SP/T > 110 F, RPV/Q > 5% SRVs open, and both SLC

pumps are not injecting into the RPV

- Declare SAE- Throttle RPV injection to reduce RPV/L until:
} RPV/Q < 54, or
) RPV/L is between -161" and -192", or
) All SRVs are shut w/ DW/P < 1.684- Maintain-RPV/L until all rods in or

SLC-Tk-1 is at 2250 gal
f. Rod insertion

— Start 2nd CRD-P
— Direct EO to shut, CRD-V-34
— Bypass RWM. & RSCS
— Insert rods 9 P-603

NOTE: Hydraulic ATWS in level/power control.

a. CRD-P-1A trips
— Start CRD-P-1B

b. Full hydraulic ATWS
c. Loss of TSW-P-1A, TSW-P-1B will not start

— Carryout scram actions
— Recognize ATWS, inform crew- Initxate ARI
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- Inhibit ADS- Run RRC to minimum and x-fer RRC-P to slow- Trip RRC-Ps- Reset ARI

d. Turbine trip (high temperature failure) with BPVs
stuck shut

e. RPV/P increases, SRVs open, RPV/L swells andtrips RFPs

- Establish RPV/P control « 10374 with SRVs- Utilize RCIC/CBPs/HPCS to control RPV/L -161"
to +54.5"

« Monitor SP/T

f. SP/T reaches 90 F

- Place both RHR systems in SP Cooling

g. 2nd CRD-P trips
- Investigate loss, attempt to restore

h. SP/T approaches 110 F
' Direct SLC injection (before 110 F SP/T)

i. If SP/T > 110 F, RPV/g > 5%, SRVs open
- Declare SAE

j. Rod insertion
- Direct EO(s) to vent Over-Piston areas of CRDs

NOTE: Hydraulic ATWS.and vent the overpiston area.

il i ~i
~ED

a. Full hydraulic ATWS
b. Turbine trips and TR-S fails to close in

- Carryout scram actions
— Recognize ATWS, inform crew- Initxate ARIInhibit ADS- Run RRC to minimum and x-fer RRC-P to slow- Trip RRC-Ps (may trip due to loss of power) ~- Reset ARI- Request assistance to restore power

c. RPV/P increases opening SRVs
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d. Pressure spike starts small LOCA (.08 sev)
- Establish RPV/P control < 10374 with SRVs- Utilize RCIC to control RPV/L -161" to +54.5"
—Monitor SP/T

e. DW/P reaches 1.684 (HPCS trips upon .initiation)
- Recognize failure of HPCS, inform crew- Initiate WW spray with either RHR loop- Investigate loss of HPCS

f. SP/T reaches 90 F

- Place both RHR systems in SP Cooling
(one loop also in SP spray)

g. RPV/L reaches -50"
- Verify isolations

h. SP/T approaches 110 F

- Direct SLC injection (before 110 F SP/T)
— Follow up on HPCS availability

i; If WW/P reaches 8$

- Place one loop of RHR in DW spray- Monitor WW/P and DW/P for 1.684

Large RCIC steam leak develops and isolates
system
- Recognize failure of- last HP injection system

k. If SP/T > 110 F; RPV/Q > 54, SRVs open or high
DW/P

— Declare SAE

1. Rod insertion
— Start, 2nd CRD-P
— Direct EO to shut CRD-V-34- Bypass RWM & RSCS
— Insert rods 9 P-603

m. RPV/L continues to decreases
— Execute PPM 5.5.1 to allow throttling LP

injection
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n. RPV/L reaches -192"
- Terminate and prevent all in)ection- Execute'Emergency Depressurization- Do not allow injection (except SLC & CRD) until

RPV/P decreases to 1394

o. As RPV/P approaches 2004, HPCS is returned to
service

—Utilize HPCS to restore RPV/L to > -161,"
NOTE: Hydraulic ATWS with loss of high pressure

injection and an emergency depressurization.

21. ~rim~a Containment ~Hdro en Control
— Being developed.

- Being developed.

- Being developed.

- Being developed.

- Being developed.

— Being developed.

MCFI

— Being developed.

28. Transition from RRV ~Floodin to Pri~axrr Containment
Floodxn
— Being developed.

SECTION III. — TRANSIENT MANAGEMENT

The following scenarios have been developed from
scenarios in the previous section. These scenarios are
designed to force the operators into multiple flowpaths
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of the EOPS. The focus of this section is toprioritize actions to correctly manage multiple failure
transients.
The Transient Management. training program is divided
into two parts. The first part is a classroom
presentat3.on that focuses on review .of priorities for
core cooling, RPV integrity, Primary Containment
integrity, secondary Conta3.nment integrity and rad
release control.
The second part of the training 'is conducted on the
simulator with the objective of ensuring the operating

'revsare able to quickly analyze the degraded plant
conditions and their priorities per the EOP's with
respect to protecting the plant and ensuring the Health
and Safety of the public.
The Transient Management training is scheduled to be
completed in approximately 24 hours.
The scenarios will be divided into a combination of
training and evaluation scenarios. Listed below is a
synopsis of each of the 16 Transient Management
scenarios.
Additionally, during the conduct of the Transient
Management training, a classroom training session vill
be conducted which covers the recent revisions to PPM
1.3.1 "Conduct of Operations".

Scenario Descriptions
Scenario 4 1

Loss of High Pressure Makeup, Suppression Pool Leak, Bypass
Valves Pail Open, Stuck Control Rods, Emergency
Depressurization and Momentary Entry to RPV Flooding (Fuel
Zone RPV/L Indication LT -285).
Scenario 4 2

DEH/P Controller, output fails low A & B, TT, Loss of TRS,
RCIC Break w/o Isolation, HPCS Failure and Restoration, SCN/T
Increase to GT MSOT in tvo areas vill mandate Emergency
Depressurization.
Scenario 4 3

LOCA/Alternate Injection, Loss Of Offsite Power, Loss Of DIVI DG due to trip of SN-P-1A, Loss Of All ECCS, Emerg Depress
and SW X-Tie Utxlized To Restore RPV/L.

Scenario 4 h
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Stm Leak DW, RRC-FCV-60A/B Lockup on HI DW/P, Partial Hyd
ATWS, HPCS-V-4 Fails Closed and RHR-V-64C Fails Closed on
pump start.
Scenario 4 5

Loss of Hp Sources, Small LOCA, Loss of Power, Steam Cooling,
Emergency Depressurization, RPV Flooding
Scenario 4 6

Small Steam LOCA, Brk S1-1 FO, B-7 Brk FO, DG1-7 Brk Fails To
Auto Close, HPCS-V-4 Fails To Auto Open, RHR-P-2C Shaft Shear
and RCZC Trip On High Exhaust Pressure, Three SRV'S Fail To
Open On, ADS Initiation.
Scenario 4 7

MSZV closure, Hydraulic ATWS, Unisolable RCIC leak to
Secondary Containment, Emergency Depressurization
Scenario 4 8

Loss of Feedwater With a LOCA/Hydraulic ATWS

Scenario 4 9

Earthquake, Loss Of Offsite Power, Hydraulic ATWS, RCZC-V-13
Fails Closed, HPCS DG Failure, LPCS-P-1 Shaft Shear,
Emergency Depressurization, Restoration of RPV/L with
throttled ECCS injection. (RHR-V-48B and RHR-V-21)

Scenario 4 10

DEH Controller Failure resulting in Fuel Damage, Stuck
Control Rods, Unisolable Steam Leak in the Tunnel, Release to
the Environment, Emergency Depressurization.

Scenario 4 11

Earthquake, Partial Hydraulic ATWS, SP Level Decrease Due to
RHR Suction Line Break, SP Level Decreases to Less than HCLL
Emergency Depressurization, RPV Level Increase Via Sources
Feeding znto the Downcomer.

Scenario 4 12

Loss Of All RPV/L Indication, Hydraulic ATWS, Emergency
Depressurization, RPV Flooding, Failure of Both SLC Pumps.

Scenario 4 13
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Trip of Both RRC pumps, Electric ATWS, Power Oscillations,
Fuel Element Failure, Small LOCA in the Dry Well.

Soenario 4 14

Dropped Rod, Hydraulic ATWS, Fuel Failure, MSL Break to the
TB, Two MSZV's in the Same Line Fail Open, Offsite Release
Greater than 1 R/Hr, Emergency Depressurization.
Scenario 4 15

Loss of Feed, Small LOCA, Suppression Pool Leak, SP/L LT 17
Feet, Emergency Depressurization via RCZC, MSIV bypass and
Equalization
Scenario 4 16

Station Blackout, RCZC Line Break, Steam Cooling, Emergency
Depressurization, DG $ 2 Return to Service, RPV Flooding,
RPV/L Restoration Using LPCS or RHR A.

SECTZON ~ — DYNAMZC SCENARZO EVALUATZON

Following the Transient Management portion of the
remediation program, a dynamic scenario evaluation will
be given. The exam will consist of one evaluation
scenario for each SRO in the SM and the CRS positions.
The ROs will be evaluated in at least two (2) RO
positions.
The evaluation scenarios will be developed using the
scenarios from the requal exam and the Ops Eval, and
scenarios developed for use during the Transient
Management portion of the program. Evaluations will be
based on the criteria in ES-604. The evaluations will
take approximately six (6) hours to complete.

Based on the results of the written exam, the JPM based
walkthrough,-and personal interviews, the following
program wall be instituted. This program will cover
the failure on the written portion of the exam and the
failure on the JPM portion.
A. JPMs — The JPM failure resulted from the

candidate's incorrect performance of the local
start of the Div I DG, and incorrect answers for
three knowledge questions. Xn preparation for a
re-examination, the candidate will be required to
successfully complete, as a minimum, the following:

1. The operator will be given a copy of the WNP-2
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2 ~

3 ~

4 ~

JPM bank. This will give him full access to
the exam mateiial for review.

The operator will be required to complete a
self study course based on weaknesses from the
JPM exam. An emphasis will be placed on
procedural compliance.

Attend and successfully complete the systems
portion of the remediation program.

Take a plant walkthrough consisting of six (6)
plant JPMs and four (4) control room JPMs. The
JPMs selected will include at least 2 DG local
start JPMs and 4 control room JPMs. All
questions from each JPM will be asked. This
will take approximately 6 hours.

5. He will then be required to pass a walkthrough
exam consisting of six (6) plant JPMs and four

, (4) control room. JPMs. These will be required
to be different than the JPMs on the practice
walkthrough. This walkthrough will be
evaluated to the standards of ES-603.

B. Written - The failure on the written exam resulted
from failure of the simulator static scenario
portion. Zn preparation for a re-exam the
candidate will be required to successfully complete
the following:

1 ~

2 ~

3 ~

4 ~

5 ~

The operator will be given a copy of the WNP-2
L + C Exam Bank and the Static Scenario exam-
bank. This will allow him to have access to
the exam materials.
The operator will be required to complete a
self study program based on the exam analysis,
covering indivadual weaknesses.

'ttendand successfully complete the systems
portion of the remediation program.

Review four selected static scenarios including
panel indications, system responses, and EOPs
xn the simulator with an instructor. This will
take approximately 4 hours.

Successfully complete four selected static
scenarios that are different than those
selected for the review. This will take
approximately 4 hours. Additionally, the
operator will be required to successfully
complete a 2 hour L + C examination.
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SECTION VI~ 8CHEDULE

The remediation training schedule has been developed and
approved by the Operations Department. The schedule was
developed based on:

1. Two operating crews in parallel will participate full
time 3.n the remediation process.

2. The crews will be trained together as actual post-
outage operating crews.

3. Training will occur on Monday through Friday.
Saturdays. will be held in reserve for makeup
training slippages in schedule additional
remediation and fulfillingannual exam requirements..

4. Each training day will provide nine (9) hours of
instructor to student contact time consisting of four
(4) hours of classroom training and five (5) hours of
simulator training.

5. As required by the NRC Conformatory Action Letter
dated 6/14/91, the schedule was developed to maintain
a four (4) crew, eight (8) hour shift rotation at the
plant while in mode 4/5.

6. A typical training week schedule is depicted on
Attachment 1.
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MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

R T R E

5 HOURS
CLASSROOM

4 HOURS

QRE~W

CLASSROOM
4 HOURS

T R T R E

5 HOURS

TUESDAY THURSDAY'

C R E

5 HOURS
C CLASSROOM

4 HOURS

CLASSROOM
4 HOURS

E C T R E

5 HOURS
C

T = TRAINING SCENARIO R = TRAINING SCENARIO REVIEW

E = EVALUATEDSCENARIO C = EVALUATEDSCENARIO CRITIQUE



REQUAuFICATION TRAINING
REV. 10 6/29/91

JUNE

10 17 24

JULY AUGUST

1 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 25

SEPTEMSER

2 9 16 23

1. EXAMANALYSIS

2. WRITE NEW SCENARIOS

3. CREW B (SAWYER)

4. CREW D (LANGDON)

5. CREW C (MANN)

6. CREW E (HANCOCK)

7. CREW F (KOZUK) perl llrne

8. CREW A (BECKER)

9. EOP WORK PHASEONE

10. UTILITYEVALUATORS

~ 10 2

10 i
10 10

10 8 10 9

SKlLSMB

1. THREE SCENARIOS/DAY/CREW

2. MINIMUMOF 30 EVALUATED
SCENAIIIOS/CREW.

3. EMPIIASIZE:
'OMMUNICATIONS
'EAMWORK
'OMMANDANDCONTROL
'OP USAGE

4. VIDEOTAPINGOF SCENARIOS
FOR CREW TRAININGAID.

1. ~EOP BASES
'ESSONS LEARNEDiLEVELINSTR. FAILURES
'YSTEMS
'OMMUNICATIONS
'ANAGEMENTEXPECTATIONS
'LECTRICALDISTRIBUTION
'DG'S (ANNUALREQUIREMENT)
'EW EOP'S
'UPDATELECTURES

2. WEEKLYQUIZZES

ATVARIOUS POINTS THROUGHOUT
THIS TRAININGOUTSIDE UTIUTY
PEERS WILLBE INVITEDTO AUDIT
OUR REMEDIALPROCESS.

1. 7/21/91 - DRAFT FLOWCHARTREADYFOR USE

2. 7/15/91 B CREW APPROVED FOR MODE 4/5.

3. 7/25/91-NEW EOPS AVAILABLEFOR TRNG.

4. 8/2/91 READINESS EVALC,E,F CREWS.

5. 8/7/91- ANNUA1.EXAMSC,E CREWS.

6. 8/17/91 PRACTICE OP EVAL,

7. 8/23/91-OP EVANB CREW. ANNUALEXAMD CREW.

IL 9/19/91 PRACTICEOP EVAL

9. 9/26/91 OP EVALACREW.

1 0 7/9~ 7/30~ 8/1 3 8/20'/1 0~ 9/1 8 SENIOR
MANAGEMENTASSESSMENT
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NRC DISCUSSION AGENDA

JULY18, 1991

OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM Chris M. Powers

Improved Operator and Crew Performance

Improved Emergency Operating Procedures

Improved Training and Evaluation Process

OPERATOR COMPETENCY S. L McKay

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE UPGRADE Chris M. Powers

TINNINGUPGRADES S. L McKay

C:)NRCAgenda Page 1 7/17/91



OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES

COMhKMCATION

Improved Communication Standard

Ops Management Presentation

Standard Enforced Through Simulation

(PPM 13.1)

(Staff 2 Training)

CONTROL/COMMAS)

'eQneRoles

Emphasize Execution

Developing Video

Significant Simulator Time

(RO, CRS, SMGR, STA)

STANDARDS AND EXPECTATIONS

SigniGcant Industry Involvement

SigniGcant Q/A Oversight

Ops Management Ownership

Program Commitment

CIEL Funding

Real Dollar & Time

Total Station Commitment
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EOP UPGRADE

1) Criteria Employed to Structure Phase 1 and 2 Upgrade Actions

Improve EOP Useability ( Ops/Peer Review; Human Factors Input)

Resolve NRC Open Issues on Our Deviations

Balance Training Impact and "Abilityto
Assimilate"'mprove

Technical Adequacy of EOP's

BWROG Closure/Final Position DeQned

Alignment with Rev. 4 Guidelines

2) De6nition of Phase 1 and Phase 2 EOP Upgrade Actions

~Pha 1

Resolution of EOP Inspection Report
Issues

Analysis summary

EOP "Related" Issues From
Implementation Review by Operators and
Peers

Comment resolution
status

Resolution of EOP Development Issues

Alignment Verification

Training Development/ EOP
Validation

V&V lists and
resolves

Major Human Factor Upgrade CIEL scope, . Qow-
chart example

Resolution of Open NRC Issues With Our
Rev. 4 Deviations

Strategy deviation
summary

Resolution ofNRC Operations Evaluation
and RequaliQcation Report Issues

Status report
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Re-evaluation ofour remaining Rev. 4 BWROG Emergency Procedure
Guideline Deviations

Balance of Human Factors Upgrades

Caution Locations

Override Callout Structure

3) Detailed Discussion of Phase 1 Actions

Inspection Report Issues.

EOP Related Issues

Human Factors Changes

NRC Open Issues

NRC "Ops", Evaluation Issues

4) Detailed Discussion of Phase 2 Actions

- Deviations Remaining

Bases for Acceptance

Human Factors Remaining Tasks

5) Bases for Acceptance of Phase 2 Actions

BWROG Approved Deviations from Rev. 4 Guidance

Plant Specific Analyses Supports Our Position on Deviations

Continuing BWROG/NRC Interaction on Guidance Issues On-going

Supply System Position on Deviations Thoroughly Reviewed

Human Factors Changes Do Not Provide New Direction/Guidance

NRR Interaction on Open Deviations On-going

6) VeriQcation and Validation Process
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6) Verification and Validation Process

Objective is assure alignment between our PSTG, Writer's Guide, and
EOP's/ESP's

Methodology: multi-organization line by line comparison of each
document with a comment resolution process

Resources: Engineering (2); Q/A (2); Ops (2); Ciel consultants (4)

~V~I'i

Objective is to determine if EOP guidance can be executed as
structured

Methodology: Training development devise, simulator scenarios to
exercise all phases of EOP's; an Ops crew conducts each scenario to
determine ifEOP successfully handled challenge

Resources: Engineering (1); Training (4); Q/A (1); Ops (6)
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ADDITIONALSTAFF

Simulator Evaluation

Exam Preparation

EOP Basis Training

ADVANCEDSCENARIOS

TRAININGUPGRADE

(GP)

(Ops, GP)

(Ciel)

Comprehensive Closed Bank

ReQect Industry Standard

Exercise Entire Chart

IMPROVED LESSON PLANS

Incorporate Lessons Leanred

New EOP Technology

Based on Operation Feedback

IMPROVED EVALUATIONTECHNIQUES

Formalized Process

Significant Operator Involvement

Significant Oversight

Improved Standards/Experience

(Management, Peer, QA, Staff)
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June 5/6 Exam

June 17 Exam Analysis

REMEDIALCOMMITMENT

June 21 Revise Writer's Guide

June 24 Scenario Upgrade
Initial Training (2)

July 15 Complete Training (2)
Initial Training (2)

August 7 Complete Training (2)
(Requal Exam)
Continue Training (2)

August 8 Complete Training (2)

July 5

July 12

July 19

July 26

Revise Verification Guide

Upgrade EOP's/User Guide &
Outstanding Issues

Complete Veri6cation, PSTG

Complete Validation

August 23 (Ops Eval, Requal) August 23 Complete of Documentation
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MPLEMENTATIONDEVIATIONS

Caution ¹1 mirumum useable level bounded by 340'F (primary containment) and
212 F (Reactor Building) temperatures.

2.

STEP: Caution ¹1

Maximum Reactor Building temperature not applied in Caution ¹1.

STEP: Caution ¹1, C44

3. Part 1 of Caution ¹1 is only applied to the drywell via the EOP's.

STEP: Caution ¹1

4. Drywell temperature (average), not drywell temperature near the instrument runs is
speciQed.

5.

STEP: Caution ¹1

BWROG Caution ¹2 (heated reference leg instruments) is not applied.

STEP: None

6. Caution ¹7 about RPS fuse removal without*SDVvent and drain valve closure may
result in discharge of hot reactor coolant into Reactor Building sumps.

'TEP: Caution, ¹7, RC/Q-6.2

7. Maximum subcritical banked withdrawn position not applied at WNP-2.

STEP: Override after step RC/I 1, RC/P, RC/Q-1, override before step C1-1, C2-1,
C2-2, override before C4-1, step C4-1, C4-15, override prior to step C5-1

8. When RPV water level cannot be determined, specific action is speciQed based on
number of SRV's open.

STEP: Second override after step RC/I 1, override prior to step C1-1, override
prior to step C5-1

9. An operating RFP has been included as a condition for recirculation Qow runback.

STEP: RC/Q-3
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10. Direction to confirm auto trip of SLC pumps is removed.

STEP: Ovemde after step RC/Q-S

11. "In the LPCI mode" not specified

STEP: SP/T-1, DW/T-2, PC/P-1, PC/P-2, PC/H-3.1, PC/H-3.4

12. CN/T not incorporated into WNP-2 EOFs.

STEP: CN/r

13. SP spray initiation conditional on 52'ice elevation of SP spray nozzles

STEP: PC/P-1, PC/H-3.1, PC/H4.1

14.."Elevation of bottom of internal suppression chamber to drywell vacuum breakers
less vacuum breaker opening pressure in feet of water" is not used as condition for
drywell spray initiation. Instead, 52's used.

STEP: PC/P-2, SP/L-3.2, PC/H-3.4, PC/H-42

15. Sampling of SP water prior to its discharge to radwaste is only speciGed "if core
damage is suspected".

STEP: SP/I 1

16. SPMS step not applied at WNP-2,

STEP: BWROG step SP/L-1, C6-1

17. HPCI step in BWROG step SP/I 2.2 not applied

STEP: BWROG step SP/L-2.2, step C2-13

18. Wetwell vent initiation is conditional on 52'ice elevation of wetwell vent line(?)

STEP: PC/H-33

19. Additional guidance to operate secondary containment HVAC if radiation level
clears is not given.

STEP: BWROG step SC/T-2
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20. No direction given to initiate IC

STEP: BWROG step C1-1,BWROG step C2-12, step C2-13, C3-1, C4-1.2, C4-2

21. LPCS operation speciQed instead of LPCS-A and LPC5-'B

STEP: C1-4

22. No direction given for RHR (steam condensing mode)

STEP: Step C2-13, C4-1.2, C4-2

23. SpeciQc direction to override ECCS valve logic is given to facilitate throttling RPV
injection, thus allowing the slow increase in RPV injection that is speciQed.

STEP: C4-13, C4-3.2, C5-2, C5-3.2

24. Motor-driven feedwater pumps are not listed as an RPV injection source.

STEP: C4-13, C4-2, C4-3.1

25. LPCI is listed as one of the RPV injection systems (LPCI is inside shroud system at
WNP-2).

STEP: C4-13, C5-3.2

26. Multiple" RPV level instruments are speciQed when action is being taken to drain
water out of the reactor.

STEP: C44

27. LPCS operation is speciQed for primary containment flooding even though it is not
capable of taking suction from CST's. In addition, RCIC operation is allowed even

is CST suction is not available.

STEP: C6-1

28. Primary containment flooding vent path is restricted to a main steamline.

STEP: C6-2
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29. Defeating "MSL" isolation interlocks is specified for venting during primary
containment flooding.

STEP: C6-2

30. Guidance to "Repeat RPV venting as needed to maintain RPV level between -161"

(TAF) and -192" is specifled.

STEP: C6-2

31. PC water level is maintained "below, but as close as possible to 551'6" rather than
between "TAF and the maximum primally containment water level limit." (TAF and
maximum primary containment water level limit are the same value at WNP-2).

STEP: C6-3

32. EPG App C calculation on primary containment limits did not include consideration
of closure pressure of primary containment vent valves when determining PCPI

CALC: NE-02-89-27

33. EPG App C calculation on RPV variables used vendor speciflc values instead of
generic data to determine flow rate through an SRV at 3% overpressure.

CALC: NE-02-89-19, NE-02-89-20

34. Removed defeating suction transfer logic guidance when within WNP-2 design basis
stance.

STEP: RC/I 2, C5-3, C5-3.2

35. 'NP-2 adds specific direction to bypass high steam tunnel temperatur'e isolation
interlock to prevent closure of an open MSIV.

STEP: CS-2

36. WNP-2 specifies no core damage exists as an exclusion for allowing RWCU
blowdown.

STEP: RC/P-2
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DESIGN DEVIATIONS N~e>r, gPj

1. BWROG Caution ¹5 (HPCS pump NPSH limit) to prevent pump damage is not
applied.

STEP: None

2. Simultaneous operation of drywell and suppression pool sprays using same RHR loop

may result in bypassing pressure suppression function of the primary containment:

STEP: Caution ¹8, PC/P-1, PC/P-2, PC/P-4, PC/H-3.1, PC/H-3.4, PC/H-4.1,
PC/H-42

3. Simultaneous initiation ofdrywell spray with any other containment spray system may
result in exceeding containment design negative pressure and potential loss of
primary containment integrity.

STEP: Caution ¹9, PC/-P-2, PC/-P4, PC/H-3.1, PC/H-3.4, PC/H42

4 The override directing the operator to "rapidly depressurize the RPV with the main
turbine bypass valves" if,emergency depressurization is "anticipated" and all control
rods are inserted is not allowed at step RC/P.

STEP: RC/P

5. Allowing RCIC suction from suppression pool in addition to CST is applied at
WNP-2.

STEP: RC/P-2

6. "Defeating isolation interlocks ifnecessary" to operate available drywell cooling isbn

speci6ed.

STEP: DW/T-1

7. Direction to vent the primary containment is given "before wetwell pressure reaches

the PCPL but after it exceeds 39 psig," vice "before suppression chamber reaches the
PCPL" The direction to spray the primary containment (irrespective of core cooling
concerns) is given "ifwetwell pressure reaches the PCPL" vice "when the suppression
chamber cannot be maintained below the PCPL"

STEP: PC P-4
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8. Venting and purging of hydrogen from drywell or wetwell is not allowed ifhydrogen
is less than 4.8%.

STEP: BWROG steps (PC/H-1, PC/H-1.1, PC/H-12, PC/H-13)

9. Drywell suction of CAC system not speciQed.

STEP: PC/H-1.1, PC/H-12

10. Wetwell suction of CAC system not speciQed.

STEP: PC/H-2.1, PC/H-2.2

11.. Direction to operate the drywell hydrogen mixing system is given.

STEP: PC/H-2.1

12. WNP-2 doesn t provide additional direction to run CAC with suction from drywell
and return to wetwell since that is our design conQguration.

STEP: Step after BWROG PC/H-3.1

13. Defeating high drywell pressure and low RPV water level isolation interlocks is not
speciQed to use secondary containment HVAC.

STEP: Override prior to BWROG step SC/T

14. If core damage is indicated, isolate feedwater lines (RFW-V-65A, 65B) within 20

minutes after feedwater Qow stops, and initiate MSLC ifRPV pressure is below 35.

P»g.

STEP: C1-1, C1-2

15. Inability to maintain RPV level above two-thirds core height with either HPCS or
LPCS injecting at 6000 gpm is speciQed as the condition for proceeding to the next
step rather than inability to maintain RPV water level above TAF.

STEP: C1-6, C1-7

16. HPCS is listed as an RPV injection source ifboron is being injected into the RPV
and the direction to override RPV high water level interlocks is speciQed.

STEP: C4-1.3, C5-3, C5-32
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17. EPG App C calculation to determine allowable drywell spray conditions violated
WNP-2 licensing commitment to spray (FSAR Figure 6.2-17b) to prevent drywell
Qoor bypass at high drywell pressures. WNP-2 design basis calculations were
included in the generation of allowable WNP-2 drywell spray conditions.

CALC: NE-02-89-23
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STRATEGY DEVIATIONS

1. WNP-2 allows RCIC operation with a suction
from the suppression pool. Thus, caution for
high turbine lube oil and bearing temperatures
are applied.

STEP: Caution t2, RC/L2, RC/P-2, C5-3, C5-
32

2. RPV cooldown is~ initiated until the reactor is
shut down and willremain so with rods or boron.

3.

STEP: Override followingstep RC/P-2, RC/P-3,
RC/P-5, C2-2, RC/Q-1

WNP-2 does not allow purging the primmy
containment with air when a Qammable mixture
of H2 and 02 exists in primary containment.

STEP: PC/H-33

4 The exclusion of isolating systems used to "vent
the primary containment" has been added.

STEP: SC/T-2, SC/R-1, SC/I 1, RR-1

5. Override to restart HVAC in Radwaste Building
is added similar to one for Turbine Building
HVAC.

STEP: Override prior to step RR-1.

6. WNP-2 has not incorporated the guidance
relative to termination of steam cooling based on
whether RPV pressure is above the "highest RPV
pressure at which the shutoff head of a low water
quality alternate injection subsystem (excluding
SLC) is reached."

STEP: C1-3



7. RPV head vents are used not as an alternate
depressurization system for rapidly depressurizing
the RPV.

'TEP:C2-13

WNP-2 has added an additional conditionai
criteria to~ lower RPV water level ifboth SLC
pumps are operating and reactor power is
decreasing.

STEP: C5-2

9. RPV venting is secured at -192" (minimum steam
cooling water level) instead of -161" (TAF)
during primary containment Qooding.

STEP: C6-3
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HUMAN FACTORS REVIEW OF WNP-2 SYMPTOMATIC EMERGENCY

OPERATING PROCEDURES WRITERS- GUIDE AND SAMPLE EMERGENCY

OPERATING PROCEDURE FLOWCHARTS

N

A human factors review of the WNP-2 emergency operating procedure (EOP) Writers

Guide and sample EOP flowchart was performed during May and June 1991. The review

was performed in support of the WNP-2 procedure improvement program. Although the

primary object of the review was to evaluate the EOP Writers Guide, it was necessary to

perform a parallel review of EOP flowcharts to gain a better understanding of the Writers

Guide. Human factors characteristics of the EOP flowcharts that are conducive to human

error or that could otherwise degrade the effectiveness of crew performance under

conditions of EOP use were identified and evaluated. The most severe conditions of use

envision fast-moving multiple-failure accidents wherein the crew must implement several

EOP paths concurrently. Therefore, the flowcharts must be designed to facilitate

placefinding and placekeeping and to promote fast and accurate comprehension of

procedural information.

The results of the review are described in the following section, Findings. Findings that

have broad application and significant impact on EOP design are generally reported first;

those that are more detailed and have limited impact on the Guide or EOP flowcharts are

presented last. An accompanying marked-up copy of the Writers Guide identifies specific

suggested changes.

P'

The most significant human factors problem associated with the EOP flowcharts is the small

size of lettering used in the instructions. It is estimated that the print size is approximately

7 point. This is well below the human factors standard of 10 point size for marginally

acceptable print in this application and the 12 point size that is preferred. The WNP-2

Writers Guide specifies 12 point. print for EOP flowchart text.



One method of increasing print size to a minimum of 10 point is to increase the size of the

flowcharts proportionately. It is understood that the WNP-2 operators object to increasing

the size of the flowcharts to gain larger print. We endorse their position. Increasing the

size of the charts to gain a useful increase in print size would result in extremely large and

unwieldy charts.

A second approach to improving readability is to make better use of the existing space in.

the flowcharts. At present, the flowcharts are wasteful of space. The. instructions are

unnecessarily wordy (s'ee Item 4) and the flowcharts do not take full advantage of the use

of symbols and color to convey information (see Items 5, 8, and 9) in lieu of words. Also,

the flowcharts contain surplus information not needed by the user. To increase print size

to an acceptably readable level (i.e., at least 10 point) will require rewording of the more

lengthy instructions, greater reliance on symbols, and restructuring of the more complex

flowpaths.

The CRS responsible for reading the EOP fiowcharts to direct crew actions must currently

devote a great deal of his attention to the reading task itself rather than to the equally

important tasks of developing an overview ofplant status and monitoring crew actions. The

small print size serves to focus his attention on limited areas of the charts to perform the

reading task, thus contributing to oversights of other important information (e.g., other

flowpaths, cautions, overrides). In effect, it promotes the onset of the tunnel vision

commonly associated with responses to high stress situations. In our opinion, it is imperative

that the print size be increased to 10 point.

2~
The most frequent operator error observed in EOP validation is operator oversight of

overrides. While pursuing several flowpaths in the EOPs, the CRS must be continually

aware of the occurrence of conditions that take precedence over all others and that must

be responded to immediately. In conventional text type procedures, applicable overrides

were often separated from the operator's current action path by intervening pages so that

these oversights were particularly prevalent. The flowchart format provides an opportunity



to display overrides in such a way (e.g., by location, shape codes, color codes) that the

frequency of errors of oversight can be greatly reduced. This potential advantage of

Qowcharts as a device for graphically highlighting information has not been realized at

WNP-2. An examination of the Writers Guide and the sample Qowchart indicates that

overrides are not addressed effectively in the WNP-2 EOPs. Errors of oversight will be

frequent relative to other format approaches that we have seen. The WNP-2 Writers Guide

presents two methods for displaying overrides - decision diamonds enclosing override

questions and rectangles enclosing override statements in logic term format. The fact that

these different symbols contain overrides is indicated with a red border. Although it is

nowhere stated, it is assumed that the CRS must continually survey applicable flowpaths to

maintain his awareness of gll red bordered symbols. There is no visible indication of the

applicability of the symbols to the flowpaths or specific sections of flowpaths. This relatively

unstructured scanning of the EOP flowcharts diverts time and attention from other tasks

associated with the emergency response and does little to aid the CRS in avoiding errors

of oversight.

The use of an alternative approach to present override statements can greatly reduce the

probability of operator oversights of this important information. Overrides should
be'resentedin a standard, easy-to-review format. They should be grouped together on

flowpaths in as few locations as possible to reduce the search time required to visually locate

them. Employing color coding as well as grouping them can further reduce search time.

The use of color also serves as an aid in alerting the operator to their presence, thereby

reducing the frequency of oversight. The design of the override symbol combined with the

method of physically structuring the content of override statements can work together to aid

the operator in scanning the text and reducing reading time. None of these methods are

employed in the WNP-2 EOP Qowcharts. To incorporate them in the WNP-2 Qowcharts

will require a reanalysis of the instructions.

. Writer uide A licati n

The WNP-2 EOP Writers Guide provides criteria for writing two kinds of procedures;

conventional format procedures and flowchart format procedures. It is not always clear

which criteria are applicable to which type of procedure. A further confusion stems from



the fact that each type of procedure is used by a different skill level user and, consequently,

has different needs with respect to level of information detail. This fact is not addressed

by the Writers Guide and is, in fact, sometimes unrecognized, as evident from a review of

the content of flowchart EOPs. The ESPs are probably written for use by "a newly trained

and licensed operator" as specifled in the Writers Guide. The EOP fiowcharts must surely

be intended for use by senior reactor operators with supervisory responsibilities and

commensurate experience. It is suggested that a Writers Guide be prepared specifically for

the writers of EOP flowcharts. A separate Writers Guide addressing ESPs could be

prepared or, possibly, incorporated in a generic plant procedures Writers Guide. At the

least, the applicability of the Writers Guide criteria should be identified.

4 Fl wchart en en e t ct re

The text in the EOP flowcharts closely follows much of the text used in the BWR EPG and,

subsequently, in the conventional format EOPs. As a result, the EOPs are frequently very

wordy relative to what is necessary to adequately communicate information to the user.

Basically, the flowchart EOPs reflect EPG wording enclosed in symbols. Much reliance is

placed on the written word rather than taking advantage of flowchart graphics to provide

information to the user. Also, the flowchart EOPs do not take advantage of the experience

and knowledge of a senior reactor operator. In addition, some instructions are overly long

and complex and should be broken into shorter segments to aid faster reading and

comprehension.

In some cases, information specifically addressed to a reactor operator (e.g., rod insertion

instructions) is provided on the flowchart, taking valuable space and cluttering the flowchart.

The EOP flowcharts should be reviewed by CRSs to delete unnecessary material, including

words and instructions. The revised flowcharts would reduce the CRSs'eading burden.

The most important consequence is that with an easier reading task the CRSs could devote

more attention to overseeing the crews'mergency actions, assessing plant status, and

reviewing the, EOPs to detect any oversights. they may have made during their

implementation.



w ha 1

Some flow chart symbols are not applied in a consistent manner, thereby detracting from

their effectiveness as information devices. For example, rectangles are commonly used to

encloseactionstatements. Inthe WNP-2EOPs,theyenclose conditionsaswell. Inthecase

of conditional statements themselves, some are presented in rectangles and others are

presented in elongated hexagons. Still other conditional statements are structured in a

decision format. The result is an EOP that is sometimes difficult to read and confusing to

interpret. The understandability of the flowcharts and the ease and speed of reading them

would be improved if flowchart symbols were applied consistently. Specifically, it is

suggested that. the conditional statements in instructional sequences be formatted as

decisions and that conditional statements using the IF/THENconstruction be limited insofar

as possible to overrides and be formatted in a standard way.

The Writers Guide makes distinctions between "individual decisions constituting branch

points" and those "not constituting procedure branches". They do not appear to be helpful

to a procedure writer and it is suggested that they be deleted.

E P auti n nd Fibre
EOP cautions and figures are provided on a separate sheet rather than near their point of

use. The cautions are keyed to the instructions with circles enclosing the numbers of

applicable cautions positioned outside the upper left corner of the instruction symbol. When

arriving at a keyed instruction, the CRS is supposed to review the applicable cautions before

implementing the action. Because the cautions are remote from the action statement, the

CRS may tend to rely on his memory more than he would if the applicable cautions were

conveniently located.

It is not known at this time how the figures are used or who uses them. However, their

usability can best be assessed by the users. From our perspective the figures appear to be

too small for accurate plotting. Also, the vertical scales on the SRVTPLL and PCPL graphs

do not progress in conventional intervals, In any case, it would be easier for the CRS to

mark or review them for values and trends if they were located near applicable flowpaths.



7 I ifiai n f te

The flowcharts provide no means for communicating crew positions in the Qowpaths from

the control room to remote locations (e.g., emergency response team). Alpha-numeric

identiflcation of Qowpath symbols or coordinates along the borders of the flowcharts would

aid in this communication. It is suggested that the symbols be identified. This can be

accomplished in a way that does not clutter the flowchart or otherwise serve as a distraction

to the CRS using the flowcharts.

C~l
The flowcharts make limited use of color to enhance their usability. Red borders are used

to highlight overrides; all other content consists of black printing on white background. It

is recognized that color alone cannot be relied upon as a communication method. It must

be used in combination with other means of information presentation. Properly applied,

color can dramatically improve usability of flowcharts. For example, color matching can be

used to reduce the CRS's search time in transitioning from one flowpath or flowpath

segment to another. Also, color can be used to alert the CRS to specific kinds of

information (e.g., orange for cautions, red for hazard). It is suggested that color be

considered for use in WNP-2 fiowcharts.

Fl wcha Tanii n

EOP flowchart referencing and branching is patterned after the methods used in the

conventional format ESPs. No advantage is taken of the use of symbols offered by the

flowchart format. As a,result, transitions are wordy and add to the CRS's reading task. In

transitioning Rom one Qowpath to another or from one procedure to another, the CRS

needs to know the identity of the referenced flowpath or procedure, the entry point in the

referenced flowpath or procedure, and whether it is to be implemented concurrently with

or instead of the Qowpath or procedure he is currently using. This fundamental information

can be provided through a combination of symbols, text, and, possibly, color matching, that

greatly reduces the reading task.



It was noted that a star shaped symbol is used to identify steps in which a procedure other

than a flowchart procedure is specified. We question whether this information is of value

to the CRS using the flowchart. Ifnot, it should be deleted because it adds clutter to the

charts and possibly distracts the CRS from other concerns.

1 L 'cTrm
The use of logic terms in the EOP flowcharts is sometimes inconsistent with the use

specified in the Writers Guide. For example, the logic terms IF, BEFORE, WHEN, are

used to introduce the conditional phrase of logic statements, However,'their accompanying

action phrases are not consistently introduced by the logic term THEN as prescribed by the

Writers Guide. Also, the definitions of logic terms should be expanded to provide the EOP

writers and the EOP users more understanding of their application. For example, the

definition of the term BEFORE indicates that this construction intends for the user to take

an action before the condition develops. In the real world, an CRS may not reach this point

in the flowpath before the condition occurs. Does he take the action anyway? Or does he

continue in the flowpath? The definition of BEFORE should provide this information.

Similarly, the definition of WHEN should be expanded. What does an CRS do while

waiting for the expected condition to occur? How long does he wait? Guidance in these
4

judgment calls should be available to the EOP writer and the EOP user.

It should also be noted that the Writers Guide definitions of IF and WHEN are not

consistent with the intent of BWR EPG Revision 4, which does not employ the concept of

expectation/non-expectation in differentiating between these terms. In both cases, the

operator evaluates the condition at the time he reaches the step in the procedure. If the

condition is not applicable at the moment he reaches the IF condition, the operator must

continue to the following steps. WHEN, on the other hand, implies a hold point. If the

condition is not applicable at the time he reaches the WHEN condition, the operator must

wait for the condition to occur before proceeding further in the procedure. This "wait"

period is not static, however. In addition to monitoring the condition introduced by the

term WHEN, the operator must pursue carrying out the required action of the immediately

preceding step(s), including the re-evaluation of all preceding decision points.



e Fl wchart

The Writers Guide offers no description of the use of Qowcharts. This information is

lacking in the EOP Users Guide as well. How large are the Qowcharts? Are they pre-

staged, that is, already displayed on layout tables? Are they rolled up or on rigid panels?

Does the CRS mark them with colored erasable pens or other means to show crew progress

and position in the Qowpaths? Are different colors used for each subsequent

implementation of a Qowpath? What information does an CRS record on the Qowcharts?

2. e 'fici f P Writer ui e

The usability of the Writers Guide would be improved if it offered more specific guidance.

For example, "large" or "larger" print is occasionally specified, At this point in the evolution

of the Qowcharts, it should be possible to specify point sizes for all categories of print (e,g.,

headings, text, title blocks, etc.). Likewise, it should be possible to specif'y the font that is

used rather than "a simple, easy-to-read style". A marked up copy of the Writers Guide

offers detailed identification of specificity improvements.

r~'zai n fE PFl wcha

The Qowchart EOPs are printed on three sheets. Two sheets deal with RPV control; the

third sheet addresses containment control, radioactivity release control and the EOP

cautions and graphs. It is understood that all of the EOPs are displayed at the same time.

The CRS selects and uses those that are applicable to the emergency. The remaining

EOPs, although in view, are ignored. This arrangement would appear to lead to

considerable physical separation between the EOP cautions and graphs and the flowpaths

to which they are applicable. (This separation was commented upon earlier in this report.)

A more typical approach to packaging EOPs is to provide them on separate sheets so that

the CRS can retrieve those individual EOPs that he needs. Thus, RPV Control and RPV

Control (Failure to Scram) would not be displayed simultaneously. The present method of

organizing the EOP Qowcharts should be reviewed in the control room setting to determine

speciflc usability benefits that would accrue from their reorganization.



4 W'er ideW r Li A n n rvi i

The purpose of these lists is to impose language control on communication. The

standardization and consistency of language resulting from language control contributes to

accurate comprehension of instructions and, consequently, effective crew performance. To

fully realize the benefits of controlled language, however, it is necessary that the definition

of each word be uniform. Also, the list should avoid synonyms. That is, for any definition,

there should be only one word. Furthermore, no word, abbreviation, or acronym should be

used in the procedures unless it is from an approved list. If a procedure writer needs a

word, abbreviation, or acronym that is not listed, ideally the candidate item should undergo

a review and approval process and be added to the list before it can be used. Allverbs,

abbreviations, and acronyms that are used in a procedure should be listed. The EOP

Writers Guide word list does not meet these criteria. It should be revised to do so.
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NRC CORRESPONDENCE REVIEW, FEBRUARY 1991 TO DATE

REHBKNCF

A review of the following correspondence was conducted on 7/12/91:

~ Letter "dated May 14, 1991 from NRC Region V to DW Mazur
Subject: WNP-2 Requalification Examination Report 50-39/06-91-01

~ Letter dated May 16, 1991 From NRC Region V to L. Oxsen
Subject: Hot License Examination Report

~ Letter dated May 22, 1991 form NRC Region V to DW Mazur
Subject: Summary of Meeting Between NRC,and WPPSS on May 20,
1991 Report NO. 50=397/91-19

NRC concerns were as follows:

1. Requal Exam

PPM 5.1.2, "Failure to Scram", did not permit operators to override RPS

logic trips during ATWS conditions in order to reset the reactor scram

signal; this concern was addressed with an ESP to bypass RPS trips as

part of Phase 1.

EOP exit (i.e., transition to a non-emergency) was allowed whenever the
EOP entry conditions no longer existed, without regard to other plant
conditions. PPM 1.31 was changed to provide direction and criteria for
EOP exit as part of Phase 1.

WP.102 RS(4 00)



NRC CORRFSPONDENCE REVIEW, FEBRUARY 1991 TO DATE
Page 2 of 3

E

~ WNP-2 EOP's do not provide guidance for how to control reactor water
level after Steam Cooling has been initiated, if an injection system is
recovered prior to loss of level indication (i.e., total core recovery). This
concern was addressed and corrected as part of Phase 1-EOP flowchart
modification.

~ PPM 5.1.1 does not include a caution to the operators (PPM 5.0.0,
Caution N1) that reactor water level indication may be erroneous at a step

that is critical during the performance of Steam Cooling. This concern
was addressed and corrected as part of Phase 1-EOP flowchart
modification.

~ PPM 5.1.1, RPV Level Control section, does not allow use of alternate

injection systems to maintain reactor water level above TAF. This
concern was addressed and corrected as part of Phase 1-EOP flowchart
modification.

f

2. Hot license exam:

During the simulator test, the surrogate senior reactor operator (SRO)
misdirected three different applicant teams in a scenario involving the

RPV flooding emergency procedure, PPM 5.1.4. Additional training will
be given to correct this concern.

None of the applicants involved in the above scenario questioned the

erroneous direction that they received. These individuals also exhibited
a weak understanding of RPV level instrumentation response. Additional
training willbe given to correct this concern.

The examiners found that there are still no event mitigation procedures
that address a slow depressurization of the RPV due to BOP malfunction.
Corrected by PPM 4.2.1.14, Inadvertent RPV Depressurization on

2/15/90.
k

Apparently, there were no coordinating support procedures to identify the

optimal systems alignment for core heat removal at very low power levels;-

or decay heat removal during shutdown. PPM's 3.2.1 and 2.4.2'provide'
specific guidance to optimize shutdown cooling.
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~ Observation b noted that there was confusion on the part of all of the

operator candidates regarding PPM 2.5.7, Main Turbine Generator and

the apparent conflict between a CAUTION statement and a directional
statement that immediately followed. PPM 2.5.7 has been revised to
eliminate the potential for confusion. Corrected by latest revision, PPM
to go to POC on 7/24/91.

~ Observation c noted a difference between field meter labeling and PPM
2.3.1.6.3. PPM 2.3.1.6.3 has been changed to agree with the field
labeling. Corrected by latest revision, PPM to go to POC on 7/24/91.

Allconcerns identified by these letters were corrected by training, EOP, and plant PPM
revision.

DM:dms



Rev. 7/19/91
1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSISSUMMARY

1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSISTOTALS

OVERALLCOMPLETION STATUS I = 70 (66.1%)

2~ 10 ( 9.4%)

3= 26 (24.5%) VALIDATION=

OTHER ~

20 (18.9%)

39 (36.8%)

WRITERS GUIDE = 9 ( 8.5%)

VERIFICATION = 38 (35.8%)

TOTAL

COMPLETION STATUS EOP ISSUES

Phase I = 38 (97.4%)

Phase2 = I (2.6%)

106 TOTAL

TOTAL 39

COMPLETION STATUS I CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE
,IMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY

2 WILLAWAITHUMANFACTOR EVALUATION
BEFORE DECIDING ON ACfION

3 WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED



1990 EOP INSPECTIOiV REPORT AiVALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECEIING ON ACTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPTION)

PPM 1.2.3: Deviation procedure not adequate for
EOP's.

PPM 1.3.51: Independent verification of safety related
component labels desired.

PPM 2.3.1: Confusing controller setting (5% above).

PPM 2.3.1: No labeling on BD Rad 22 (23) recorders.

iVRITER'S
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADMN

VERIF.
TECH. VALIDATIOiV DATE

DONE
No change

DONE

DONE

DONE

COMP.
STATUS

COMMEiVTS

valuating deviations with procedure control

on EOP issue. Label Coordinator to
hange label PPM.

everal attempts have been previously made
correct. Present guidance: to be validated

SAP.

ecorders are due to be changed out.

PPM 2.3.1: Valves not in the MEL.

PPM 2.3.3: Board designation alternates between
P827 and K 1(K2).

PPM 2.3.3: Incorrect switch designation.

PPM 2.3.3: Confusing steps.

DONE

Next
Biennial
Review

DONE

DONE

alves are in MEL. Because of so(tware
uirements last - must be entered as I.

ard copy of MEL must be consulted.

mmediate corrective action not required.
E board designation willbe used in future.
riter's Guide to be changed.

ev. 8 Fixed

I |Rev. 8 Fixed.



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I
2
s

CORRECTIvE ACTION WILLnl'i IMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDING ON ACTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPI'ION)
WRITER'

GUIDE
VERIF.
ADivIIif

VERIF.
TECH. VALIDATION CLOSURE COMP.

DATE STATUS
COi~ENTS

PPM 2.3.3: Switches not keylock.

PPM 2.10.1: REA-FIC-3A Setpoint not adjustable
externally by operator.

PPM 2. 10.1: Building controller thumbwheel -.6 versus
+.6.

PPM 2.10.1: Controller setting incorrect.

PPM 2.10.1: No auto position, not enough detail for
operators to function. More training
required.

PPM 2.10.1: Platform for Operations.

PPM 2.10.1: ROA-TIC-3 had no label.

PPM 2. 10.1: Shifting damper control to auto not fully
described and locations of fans not
accurate.

PPM 3.3.1: Contains reference to RWP PPM .

PPM 3.3.1: Duplicated step on two pages.

PPM 3.3.1: GDS verses Graphic display system.

DONE

Next
Biennial
Review

DONE

DONE

Next
Biennial
Review

TER
Submitted

DONE

Next
Biennial
Review

N/A

N/A

DONE

I Rev. 8 Fixed.

Willprovide more specific guidance on next
biennial review.

Rev. 14 Fixed.

I Rev. 14 Fixed.

o be resolved in biennial review. Normal
after Start/Stop is commonly referred to as

Auto. Next biennial review.

willbe issued to install permanent
scaffold. Submitted I/29/91.

I Label installed.

Validation willbe performed and any
necessary corrective action taken on next
biennial review.

Plant management directed inclusion of this
PPM.

3 PPM is correct as written.

2 Not against present writers procedure.



1990 FOP IiVSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDING ON ACfION
WILl.NOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPI'ION)

PPM 3.3.1: Group Isolation attachment does not say
where to check.

PPM 3.3.1: Implicit reference to PPM 4.12.4.6.

PPM 3.3.1: Incorrect punctuation in a step-Use of
AND/OR.

PPM 3.3.1: Indicates using printout when the
operators use the screen.

"
PPM 3.3.1: Note placed after step to which it applies.

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADiWIIN

VERIF.
TECH. VALIDATION CLOSURE

DATE

DONE

N/A

Next
Biennial
Review.

DONE

N/A

COMP.
STATUS COiK>IEVTS

Checking of ~~ is important. Format
acceptable.

Plant writers PPM not violated. Human
factors will look at this.

The printouts are available-will be an option
to use either the screen or the printout.

Note placed ~ substep to which it
applies. Correct as written.

PPM 3.3.1: Pagination incorrect.

PPM 3.3.1: Panel C verses Board C.

PPM 3.3.1: Procedure deviation system sometimes
results in poor print quality deviations.

PPM 3.3.1: Referenced section of another PPM
incorrect (RCIC).

PPM 3.3.1: Referenced section of another PPM
incorrect (HPCS).

PPM 3.3.1: RHR-V-123A and B cannot bc closed
from control room.

DONE

DONE

N/A

DONE

DONE

N/A

I Pagination has been corrected.

Either OK at present. Writer's Guide to be
revised.

Process for Pdf s willevolve with pmcedure
upgrade. Present guidance adequate.

Referenced PPM was revised removing
section number. Willbe corrected.

Referenced PPM was revised removing
section number. Will be corrected.

Caution tag contmls valves.



1990 EOP IVSPECTIOiV REPORT AiIALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDINO ON ACTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPTION)

PPM 3.3.1: Use of all caps to indicate position and
not as labeled.

PPM 3.3.1: Use of PSVSec instead of PSIG/Sec.

PPM 5.0.0: EOP Caution I wording was non-
conservative in that the case of
temperature "equal to the saturation
temperature" was not cautioned.

PPM 5.0.0 The placement of cautions in a separate
procedure makes it difficult for operators
to use the information. Operators should
not be required to transition to another
location to read cautions.

PPM 5.0.1: HCTL and PSPL curves contained non-
conservative errors relative to their
associated calculations.

PPM 5.0.4: EOP Flowchart Validation only requires
that validation for revisions to procedures
'...need only encompasses the changes
made to the previously approved
procedure."

PPM 5.0.6: Add the tools required for PPM 5.6.1,
SBO to list.

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADibuN

VERIF.
TECII. VALIDATION

DATE

DONE

DONE

Phase I

Phase 2

DONE

N/A

Phase I

COMP.
STATUS COMMENTS

Should not be caps. To be corrected ASAP.

o be corrected ASAP.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Corrected PPM deviation m place.
Verification of all calculations number's will
be conducted. Results willbe forwarded via
LER supplement.

PPM 5.0.4 specifies the minimum
requirement. The Operations Procedure
Coordinator wiH determine ifany further
increase in validation efforts are required
when EOP flowcharts are revised.

Proposed PPM tnark-up complete.



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE tMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY
2 WILLAWAITHUMANFACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDING ON ACTION3,. wILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPTION)

PPM 5.1.1: Contingency callouts not used for ~v
tnnsition to RPV Flooding or Emergency
RP V Depressurization.

PPM 5.1.1: PPM step, "IF the continuous SRV
nitrogen supply is or becomes
unavailable..., should be structured as an
override but isn'. (Inadequate
verification.)

PPM 5.1.1: References to ESP's are formatted with
the procedure number alone, without the
required title. (Inadequate verification.)

PPM 5.1.1: The procedure does not use directives in
active voice to direct action for a high
level task. (Inadequate verification.)

PPM 5.1.1: The qualifier other than" is used vice the
term except". (Inadequate verification.)

PPM 5.1.1: The transition to Primary Containment
Flooding on low RPV level is confusing.

PPM 5.1.2: A flowchart structure is used that is not
specifically allowed by the Writers Guide.

PPM 5.1.2: A particular step contains four
qualifying terms.

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADi4IIN

VERIF.
TECH. VALIDATION CLOSURE

DATE

Phase I

N/A

Phase 1

N/A

Phase I

Phase I

N/A

Phase 1

COMP.
STATUS COMMIE VIS

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

PPM is correct as written relative to W.G.
criteria.

Proposal PPM mark-up complete.
Verification checklist to be changed.

Procedure is correct as written.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

PPM 5.1.2 does not contain any of the
unauthorized flowchart structure relative to
this deficiency.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.
Simplified structure willbe used.



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY
2 WILLAWAITHUMANFACTOR EVAL'UATIONBEFORE DECIDING ON ACTION

WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPTION)

PPM 5.1.2: At ~n place in the PPM the abbreviation
"S.P." was used vice "SP .

PPM 5.1.2: Contingency callouts missing (one for
RPV Flooding and one for Emergency
RPV Depress).

PPM 5.1.2: Inconsistent terminology used. Similar
steps should be written using the same
terminology.

PPM 5.1.2: Location information for P609 and P611
was given in a format other than specified
in the W.G.

PPM 5.1.2: Periods used in the abbreviation
"chg. hdr. isol. valve .

PPM 5.1.2: PPM contains additional information not
specifically required.

PPM 5.1.2: PPM uses ATWS/ARI" vice"ATWS-
ARI

PPM5.1.2: The step Terminate boron injection if
initiated" is a conditional step structured
in amanner that violates W.G.
requirements. (Inadequate verification.)

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADilIIN

,X

VERIF.
TECIL VALIDATION CLOS~ CO

DATE STATUS

Phase I

Phase I

N/A

Phase I

DONE

N/A

DONE

Phase I

COibIMEVIS

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Note: Allcontingency callouts willbe
changed to "NOTES". Proposed PPM
mark-up complete.

Unable to determine what this item is.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Validation caused this note to be added and
has since proven beneficial to PPM users
when dealing with ATWS.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTEDAS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDINO ON ACTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRlPTION)

PPM 5.1.2: Wording for the step which asks, Is
more than one control rod not fully
inserted?, is confusing.

PPM 5.1.3: Wait Until symbol inconsistently used
(i.e., ~n of the symbols included the
words "then proceed").

PPM 5.1.3: Suggested wording change to a step to
eliminate the use of the word until .

PPM 5.1.4: A step concerning MARFP was confusing
to operators due to complex logic and
branching.

PPM 5.2.1: A symbol was used with a slight deviation
to Writers Guide criteria (i.e., contained a

dotted line).

PPM 5.2.1: At IGNIS; location in the PPM the
abbreviation "DSIP's used vice DSIL"
(typo).

PPM 5.2.1: At tuII; location in the PPM the phrase
refer to is used vice "per".

PPM 5.2.1: Brackets are used to identify
"concentration" per W.G. approved
abbreviation/acronym list, while at
another location in the W.G. direction is
given to EBI use brackets.

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADiWIIN

VERIF.
TECH. YALIDATIO DATE STATUS

Phase 1

Phase I

NIA

Phase I

Phase I

Phase I

Phase I

Phase I

COMMENTS

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Usage of the Wait Until" symbol willbe
eliminated. Proposed PPM mark-up
complete.

Suggested fit is technically incorrect and
doesn't fitcorrect word usage.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete. Human
factor willevaluate.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Writers Guide to be corrected. Proposed
PPM mark-up complete.



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTEDAS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMANFACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDING ON ACTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPHON)

PPM 5.2.1: BWROG EPG criteria for drywell spray
initiation due to high P.C. pressure not
met.

PPM 5.2.1: At III'; location of this PPM, the N,
contains a superscript vice subscript.

PPM 5.3.1: Decision blocks use the word "area" when
referring to Table 1, while Table 1 was
labelled using the word room (relative
to locations within the Reactor Building).

PPM 5.5.1: Ifthe entire procedure is performed, the
step sequence of steps I, 2, 3, 4, and 5
requires the operator to alternate back and
forth between div I and div 2 panels.
(PPM did not fully meet W.G.
requirements.)

PPM 5.5.1: The PPM specified relay numbers in steps
1,2, 3, 4, and 5and did not use noun
names for relays.

PPM 5.5.3: Fire lockers near hydrant and FP-HT-IF
were in poor condition.

PPM 5.5.3: Gate valve installation not specified in
procedure.

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADMIN

VERIF.
TECH. VALIDATION CLOSURE COMP+

DATE STATUS

Phase I

Phase 1

Phase I

N/A

N/A

DONE

DONE

COMMENTS

is is part of one of the three WNP-2
deviations at NRR. Additionally, the Supply
System is persuing this issue with the
BWROG EPC.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

PPM is correct as written. Rational for step
sequence was explained during inspection.

Corrective Action complete. New fire
lockers installed.

Added during POC review but missed in
retyping prior to issuance. The change is
complete. Corrective action complete.



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS
2
2

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDING ON ACTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY g)ESCRIPTION)

PPM 5.5.3: PPM does not contain a note or caution
concerning adverse conditions prior to the
step which require opening the T.B.
rollup door.

PPM 5.5.3: Prestaged dedicated tools were not
available to perform step 2 which
required closure of 3 condensate system
valves.

PPM 5.5.5: Step 2 in this procedure is different in
format from identical steps 1, 2, 3, and 4
of PPM 5.5.1.

PPM 5.5.8: Hose adapter used to connect hose to SLC
flange not specified as a required tool in
the PPM.

PPM 5.5.8: PPM specified thc use and prestaging of
crescent wrenches vice boxed or socket
drive wrenches.

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADMIN

VERIF.
TECH. VALIDATION CLOSURE

DATE

N/A

N/A

N/A

Phase 1

N/A

COMP.
STATUS COMMENTS

These valves must be closed manually, via
their handwheels. This procedure would
only be performed during times where no air
or electrical power are available for power
assisted valve operators.

Steps are not identical. Different format
used due to differing scope requirements.
inspection report error.

s adapter is permanently connected to one
end of the hose and was therefore not listed
separately. Proposed PPM mark-up
complete.

PPM 5.5.8: PPM uses valve numbers without a noun
descriptor. Phase I I Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

10



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPI.ETION STATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDING 0Ã ACTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED-

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIFI'ION)

PPM 5.5.8: Routing of several hundred feet of rubber
hose from the SLC relief valves to RCIC
pump suction would be difficult for one
operator. Consider installing a hose reel
or additional operators.

PPM 5.5.9: Dyno tape label found on RWCU-Mx-5.
"Dyno tape is temporary and uncontrolled
and should not be found on any plant
equipment.

PPM 5.5.9: Note preceding step 16 appears to be
inappropriate at this point in the sequence
of actions.

PPM 5.5.9: Step 14.g contains a wording error (i.e.,
should usc ensure" vice confirm").

PPM 5.5.9: Steps 13.e and I I.e are similar but use
slightly different format.

PPM 5.5.9: The word FILTER is shown in all capital
letters (step 10.e) indicating it is exact
phnt laMing when in fact it should read
LOW FLOW RESET VESSEL A.

PPM 5.5.9: Two different terms used to refer to the
same panel.

1ARITER'S
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADMIN

VERIF.
'ECH.

VALIDATION
DATE STATUS

TER
Submitted

N/A

Phase 1

Phase I

N/A

Phase I

COMMENTS

R submitted requesting hose reel
installation. Actual disposition is unknown
at this time.

'ot

an EOP issue.

This note is in the cotrect location.

Proposed PPM mart'-up complete.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

This is an error in the inspection report.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

11



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETIO!'TATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTEDAs NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDING ON ACTION
O'ILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPTION)

PPM 5.5.9: Valve operators for manual RWCU valves
listed is step I l.b are on the floor at the
valves, however; they are not dedicated
for EOP/ESP use.

PPM 5.5.11: PPM includes a note prior to step 2 that
attributes the human cognitive process of
thinking to the RSCS.

PPM 5.5.17: Panel H13-622 had penciled terminal
layout marhngs on the inside of the panel
door.

PPM 5.5.17: Step Sa is not clear on instruction to flood
containment.

PPM 5.5.17: Steps 2 and 3 arc "ifstatements that
require the Shift Manager and CRS to
concurrently recheck entry conditions
while executing all other EOP flowcharts.
These ifstatements should be on the
flowcharts.

PPM 5.5.18: Step 3.should bc integrated into step 4 as

they arc not separate actions.

PPM 5.5.19: A white tag (dated 1983) was attached to
RHR-V-67 noting the valve had a pachng
leak.

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADMPv

VERIF.
TECH. VALIDATION CLOSURE COMP+

DATE STATUS

N/A

Phase 1

DONE I

Phase I , I

N/A

N/A

DONE

COMMENTS

Valve operators are used for normal
operations.

Proposed PPM mark-up comp! cte.

Not an EOP issue. Markings had nothing to
do with PPM 5.5.17. Markings have been
fellloved.

Existing guidance is clear and adequate.

Separate overrides exist for the conditions of
the 'ifstatements in the appropriate
flowcharted EOP's. These "ifstatements"
are relative to PPM 5.5. 17 specifically.

PPM is correct as written.

Corrective action complete. Old outdated
tag was removed. Not an EOP issue.

12



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPlETION STATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMEhTED AS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMANFACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDING Oh'CTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPTION)

PPM 5.5.19: Specified a 15 ft. step ladder to reach a
valve required to be operated. The
prestaged ladder was only 8 ft.

PPM 5.5.19: Steps 4h and 4i speci ied valve numbers
without using noun names.

PPM 5.6.1: (SBO), lists no tools or equipment
necessary to perform it.

PPM 5.6.1: Dyno tape is used to label the open/close
lights for PI-VX-262, 263, 264, and 265
as well as E-CP-DG-RP/3 (D/G droop
switch).

PPM 5.6.1: Step 12b should be evaluated and revised
as it incorrectly isolates RCIC high
exhaust pressure isolation switches.

PPM 5.6.1: Step 5.13 fails to indicate which HPCS
and RCIC room doors to open.
(inadequate verification.)

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADMIN

VERIF.
TECH.

VALIDATION CLOSURE COMP.
DATE STATUS

DONE

Phase 1

Phase 1

DONE

Phase I

Phase 1

COhIMEKTS

A 10 ft. ladder was immediately installed
and PPM 5.5.19 willbe changed to specify a
10 ft. ladder. Proposed PPM mark-up
complete.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

While not listed in the PPM, these: tools (2
crescent wrenches) were and are prestaged.
PPM willbe changed. Proposed PPM mark-

up complete.

Label request issued. Willbe installed.

RFTS submitted to determine necessity of
cap removal. Waiting for RFTS response.
Corrective action will be taken ifneeded.

Existing direction is prescriptive and very
adequate.

13



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTED AS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDINO ON ACTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIFI'ION)

PPM 5.6.1: Step 5.19 requires operator to move
upstairs to read hydrogen prcssure.
Operator believed that he could also read
this information on a Iwal gauge without
moving upstairs.

PPM 5.6.1: Step 5.22 contains a second-action that
should be located after 5.23. inadequate
verilication.)

PPM 5.6.1: Step 5.22 leads to action of valving in the
D.G. building corridor CIA bottles. The
JPA for these actions is located in the RB
truck lock. An operator had difficulty
with the corridor actions. inadequate
validation.)

PPM 5.6.1: Step 5.27 referenced another procedure
containing a few simple actions. This
referencing is unnecessary.

PPM 5.6.1: Step 5.4.a directs the operator to shut
HPCS-V-4 when RPV level reaches 40.5
inches. An operator stated that he
believed the appropriate action was to
allow the valve to auto shut at 54.5
inches.

Contingency callouts are placed within action
step symbols.

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADMIN

VERIF.
TECH. VALIDATION CLOSURE

DATE

'hase

1

N/A

DONE

N/A

Phase I

Phase I

COMP.
STATUS COMMENTS

Operator was incorrect. This pressure
cannot be read without moving upstairs.

PPM is correct as written.

PA posted in D.G. corridor. Corrective
Action complete.

Our existing guidance provides the deliberate
action we desire.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete.

Proposed PPM mark-up complete. Writers
Guide and PPM's willbe changed.

14



1990 EOP INSPECTION REPORT ANALYSIS

COMPLETION STATUS I
2
3

CORRECTIVE ACTION WILLBE IMPLEMENTEDAS NECESSARY
WILLAWAITHUMAN FACTOR EVALUATIONBEFORE DECIDING ON ACTION
WILLNOT BE IMPLEMENTED

DISCREPANCY (DESCRIPTION)

Control room instruments CMS-LR-3 and CMS-
LR-5, suppression pool level were "red lined" at
51 ft. rather than the EOP limitof 52 ft.

Controlled copies of ESP's werc not available for
RO's and EO's to use during emergencies.

The action verb list in the writers guide was
noninclusive.

The writers guide allows the usc of qualifiers
(i.e., except). The position of the qualifier
clause may cause it to be read after the action is
begun.

The writers guide design for "continuation
condition steps splits the condition form in
contingent action. The condition is attached to
the previous action symbol, suggesting a
relationship that may not exist.

The writers guide directions on referencing and
branching is unclear. Definitions of referencing
and branching provides no clear distinction.

WRITER'
GUIDE

VERIF.
ADMIN

VERIF.
TECH.

VALIDATION
DATE STATUS

DONE

DONE

Phase 1

Phase I

Phase 1

Phase 1

COMMENTS

Corrective action complete.

These copies willbe prestaged.

Qualifier willbe used with proper emphasis

technique.

,15



WA5HINCTON tUbLIC tOWbhtk SUPPLY SYSTEM

IXIXROFFICEMEMORA;NDUM

DhTE: July 17, 1991

TOI

FROM:

SUBJECI'I

SL McKay, Operation Manager, WNP-2
~i Z~
Tim Messersmith, Principle Operations Engineer, WNP-2

PHASE 1 EOP UPGRADE- OPEN ITEM RESOLUTION

REHBtENCE:

Per your direction the following documents have been reviewed to identify which, ifany
currently identified open items are ~ scheduled to be addressed and resolved as part of
the Phase 1 EOP Upgrade.

Items ~o currently scheduled for resolution during Phase 1 EOP Upgrade are listed
below. All other items listed in these documents are scheduled to be addressed and
resolved in Phase l.

~ IOM from SL McKay to R.B. Bartmettlor dated May 29, 1991-
Subject: Response to Recent EOP Issues and Concerns

- Item 6: "When in PPM 5.1.2, Failure to Scram and SLC injection
is not required (due to no S.P. heatup), SLC is ~o
currently listed as an alternate RPV injection system. This
is per the generic guidance provided by EPG-Rev. 4

(BWROG). The question is, why isn't SLC listed as an
alternate RPV injection system? I have assigned Tim
Messersmith to try and obtain this answer from the
BWROG."

- Item 17: This item deals with when S.P. or drywell sprays should be

stopped. Phase 1 EOP upgrade willchange this criteria to
"when drywell or wetwell pressure drops ~bel w 1.68 psig"
vice "when drywell or wetwell pressure drops to 1.68 psig
per the generic EPG's (Rev. 4).

- Item 18: This item deals with needed human factors improvements
in EOP's. Phase 1 EOP upgrade will incorporate all
planned human factor enhancements except Caution
relocation and implementation of a different override
structure in EOP flowcharts.

WP '!02h5(4.00)



PHASE 1 EOP UPGRADE- OPEN ITEMRESOLUTION
Page 2 of 2

~ UtilityPeer Team-Evaluation Criteria

I believe the concerns addressed by the UtilityPeer Team willbe

resolved relative to WNP-2 EOP's themselves. Items 1.A.l and

1.A.2 deal with ISCT criteria and procedure usage, not specifically
the EOP's. The concern expressed in item 1.A.3 relative to EOP
"user friendliness" should be alleviated in Phase 1 EOP Upgrade
with further enhancements to "overrides" scheduled for Phase 2
EOP Upgrade.

~ IOM from RW Conserriere to Distribution, July 12, 1991

Subject: EOP Training Fallout Issues

'Alternative method to provide for throttling ECCS injection into
the RPV.

~ EOP Coordinator-Open Item Listing

None

TM:dms
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ENCLOSURE 2

SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF LICENSEE. PERFORMANCE

Functional Areas

1. Management Involvement in Assuring guality.
Rating: N/A

2. 'pproach to Resolution of Technical Issues from a Safety Standpoint.
Approach enabled verification of the acceptability of their program.

Rating: 2

3. Responsiveness to NRC Initiatives.
Licensee described his program which met the requirements of this
generic letter item.

Rating: 2

4. Enforcement History.
N/A

-5. Operational and Construction Events.
N/A

6. Staffing (including Management) .
N/A

7. Training and gualification Effectiveness.
t)/A


